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Bush prunes 
U.S. arsenal 
by Norman Black 
Associated Press writer 
WASHINGTON — The Bush administration will slow or cancel 
several futuristic weapons programs, including Star Wars and the 
stealth bomber, to build more of the arms already in the nation's ar- 
senal, Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said Tuesday. 
To further cope with fiscal 1990 budget reductions mandated by a 
new White House-congressional compromise, the Army. Navy and 
Air Force will reduce their active-duty strength of more than 2.1 mil- 
lion by 16,800 men and women, Cheney added. 
Appearing before the House Armed Services Committee, Cheney 
cited a list of cutbacks. Many of the bigger decisions already had 
been disclosed, including the fact that $10 billion had been shaved 
from the proposed defense budget in the compromise with Congress. 
The Pentagon's new budget authority, if Congress goes along with 
Cheney's bottom line, will be $295.6 billion. Left intact is a proposed 
3.6 percent pay hike for men and women in the military. 
Adm. William J. Crowe, chair of the Joint Chiefs, said he support- 
ed Cheney's cuts only because of "dismal realities — both political 
and economic." 
Tenure review is 
often 'awkward' 
Editor's Note: This is the sec- 
ond in a three-part series ad- 
dressing the controversial issue 
of   faculty    tenure. 
by Rebecca Thomas 
wire editor 
Tenure, the permanent ap- 
pointment of faculty members 
to a teaching staff, involves 
many specific terms that can be 
confusing at best. Although 
many people have heard of the 
actual practice of tenure, not 
everyone is familiar with the 
specific terms and qualifica- 
tions assigned to it. 
Tenure is defined in the Aca- 
demic Charter as "the opportu- 
nity to accept full-time employ- 
ment through each successive 
academic year at a salary ap- 
propriate to an appointee's rank 
with an assignment appropriate 
to an appointee's professional 
training and experience as a 
faculty member. 
Currently, 63 percent of all 
faculty members in the U.S. 
have  tenure,  according  to a 
study of nearly 2,000 institutions 
by the American Association of 
University Professors. 
At the University, a faculty 
member who is in a "tenure 
Illustration/Becky Nussbaum 
track" — an academic program 
geared toward the acquisition of 
tenure — is hired on probation 
for no more than seven years. 
When a faculty member is hired, 
up to three years of full-time 
n See Tenure, page 6. 
On The Brink BG News/John Potter 
Dan Dankmer. junior psychology major, prepares to descend the side of Anderson Arena Tuesday even- 
ing. Dankmer and about 10 other students rapelled the estimated 60 feet to the ground as part of a military 
science leadership course. According to assistant professor Cpt. David Troillet. the exercise is designed to 
help increase the student's confidence. 
Quake 
rumbles 
Mexico 
by John Wright 
Associated Press writer 
MEXICO CITY - A strong 
earthquake struck Mexico City 
and Acapulco on Tuesday, 
cracking buildings and an aqua- 
duct, shattering glass and pan- 
icking thousands of people who 
remembered the killer quake of 
1985. 
One man was electrocuted 
when power cables fell on him, 
and two women were seriously 
injured when they jumped in 
panic from the second story of a 
swaying building during the 8:26 
a.m. (10:26 a.m. EDT) quake, 
officials said. 
Police sent on-inspection pa- 
trols throughout the city who re- 
ported no collapsed buildings or 
other deaths or serious injuries, 
but many buildings in the seis- 
mic-sensitive center swayed 
widely and were evacuated. 
"The quake produced a lot of 
panic because of the recent 
(1985) experience," said Mayor 
Manuel Camacho Solis. 
He said fallen cables and short 
circuits caused power blackouts 
in many parts of the city. He 
also said the Tlahuac aqueduct, 
one of several bringing drinking 
water to this metropolis of 19 
million, cracked in several 
places and caused some flood- 
ing. 
However, he said all services 
would be restored within three 
days. 
President Carlos Salinas de 
Gortari made a quick tour of af- 
fected areas and, in a television 
interview, praised residents for 
maintaining "serenity and cool- 
ness." He said their experience 
in the 1985 disaster had served 
them well. 
The U.S. National Earthquake 
Information Center in Golden, 
Colo., said the earthquake re- 
gistered 6.8 on the Richter scale. 
The epicenter was 40 miles east 
of Acapulco, about 200 miles 
south of Mexico City, said seis- 
mologist John Minsch. Mexico's 
Seismic Institute calculated the 
quake at seven on the Richter 
scale. 
Salvador visit described 
by Jill Novak 
staff reporter 
A University alumna spoke about her ex- 
Eeriences Tuesday night as she highlighted 
er recent 10-day trip to El Salvador. 
Sue Pastor, former local Central Ameri- 
can activist, said the purpose of her trip was 
to deliver humanitarian aid while observing 
the El Salvadorean elections. 
Speaking in Moseley Hall, Pastor said she 
flew into El Salvador two days before the 
March 17 elections with seven other dele- 
gates and was "really scared." 
"There was a transportation stoppage 
when we got there, which means that no 
transportation was to run and people could 
be asked to get out of their cars if they did 
travel, which could be burned," she said. 
In addition, Pastor said officials told her 
group they may have to spend four days and 
nights in the airport, and possibly be cut off 
from food and water. 
"I was very nervous. These were some of 
the scariest moments of my trip," she said. 
However, Pastor said the threats dissi- 
pated and she was able to leave the airport 
to begin her journey to deliver humanitarian 
aid and go to the voting booths. 
She said during her journey she saw only 
two political billboards that contained faces 
which were not blacked out. 
This signifies two things — the frustra- 
tions of the voters and the general feelings of 
the people that the elections are meaning- 
less, she said. 
D See El Salvador, page 3. 
Messages alerted Valdez 
Coast Guard advised captain of impending danger 
by Susan Gallagher 
Associated Press writer 
VALDEZ, Alaska — Radio 
messages recorded the morning 
the Exxon Valdez hit a reef show 
the ship's captain spent up to an 
hour trying to rock the tanker 
free, which could have sunk the 
ship and spilled more oil, the 
Coast Guard said Tuesday. 
The captain ignored Coast 
Guard warnings that trying to 
move the ship could have made 
the nation's worst oil spill al- 
most five times as bad, the re- 
cordings show. 
The state revised the estimate 
of the oil spilled from the tan- 
ker's punctured tanks to 11.2 
million gallons. Officials said its 
crews had been busy with the 
cleanup and were slow revising 
Exxon s original estimate of 10.1 
million gallons. 
Environmental damage from 
the oil still is being assessed, but 
three hatcheries in oil-soaked 
Prince William Sound have be- 
gun releasing millions of tiny 
salmon   because   the   annual 
bloom of plankton, an important 
food source for the fry, was at its 
peak. 
"You can't stop Mother 
Nature," said Heather McCarty, 
spokeswoman for the non-profit 
association that owns the three 
hatcheries. By mid-May, 800 
million salmon fry will be 
released from five hatcheries 
throughout the sound. 
"If we don't release them now 
or within the next few days 
they'll miss the peak for plank- 
ton flowering. Then they won't 
survive for sure," she said. 
Salmon fry tend to swim close 
to the surface of the water and 
remain close to shorelines until 
they migrate to the open sea, 
McCarty said. 
Exxon estimates at least 1 
million gallons of oil still is float- 
ing on the water of the sound and 
the Gulf of Alaska, and the fry 
may encounter it. 
OU-skimming operations were 
hampered by a third straight 
day of rough seas. Most vessels 
remained anchored in safe har- 
bors, and snow fell in Valdez. 
Beer keg ruling 
to affect greeks 
Editor's Note: This is the first 
in a three-part series addressing 
the changing facets of greek 
social life. 
by Scott Korpowskl 
copy editor 
The days of free-flowing beer 
and "Animal House" style greek 
Birties are almost gone, as the 
niversity has tightened its al- 
cohol policies and ushers in an 
era of dry social programming. 
In November, Greek Life — 
the University's greek govern- 
ing body — passed a policy re- 
stricting alcohol consumption. 
This policy, which was relayed 
to fraternity social chairmen, 
set a one-keg beer limit for 
greek parties, or "teas." 
JoAnn Arnholt, Alcohol Pro- 
gram Director for Greek Life, 
said Greek Life's drinking poli- 
cies follow the University's 
guidelines, which mirror Ohio 
law. 
"The reduced drinking policy 
is not really a change, it is a re- 
vision of our old policy," Arnholt 
said of last year's policy allow- 
ing more than one keg. 
Wayne Colvin, director of 
Greek Life, denied the existence 
of a "one- keg rule," and said 
the policy is nothing new. 
"The policy has been in place 
for eight or nine years," Colvin 
said. ^'The rule didn't change, 
the state law did." 
Although the new policy may 
Q See Greeks, page 6. 
Wednesday News in Brief 
CLOUDY 
Today: mostly 
cloudy with a 40 per- 
cent chance of 
showers and thunder- 
storms mainly in the 
morning and a high 
between 65 and 70. 
Tonight: mostly 
cloudy with a low 40 to 
45. 
Thursday: variable 
cloudiness is expected 
with a high around 65. 
Nominations from students 
allowed for staff award 
The Friends of the University Libraries and 
Center for Archival Collections are allowing stu- 
dents to submit nominations for their Staff Award 
for the first time since the award's conception in 
1986. 
According to Phil Mason, president of the 
Friends' board, the award honors a Libraries and 
Learning Resources staff member who has made 
exceptionally valuable contributions to the growth 
and development of the libraries and the Center 
Past recipients of the award include Matt Hu- 
ngling, Bonnie Gratch and 58 individuals who 
Brotected library collections and equipment from 
ood waters during heavy storms last July. 
Nominations may be made by all University 
employees and students, Mason said. These nomi- 
nations may be signed or anonymous and must be 
submitted to the Dean's Office before May 19, he 
said. 
Nominations should include a written explana- 
tion of the candidate's qualifications for receiving 
the award, according to Mason. 
The presentation of the award to the winner will 
be made at the all-staff Libraries and Learning 
Resources meeting at the beginning of fall semes- 
ter, he said. 
—by Brian McPeek 
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Decision to 
forgoe band 
'out of tune' 
The administration of this University has made 
a decision that will directly affect graduating 
seniors, their families and friends — andmany stu- 
dents are upset by that decision. 
And rightly so. 
Dwight Burlingame, who is in charge of coor- 
dinating commencement activities, decided to re- 
place the University Symphonic Band with an or- 
ganist at this year's ceremony. 
And although he has his reasons, those reasons 
are questionable at best. 
Burlingame claims the reason for removing the 
band is purely financial. He says it would cost 
$1 500 to teed the band members for the additional 
time they would have to stay after their finals in or- 
der to play at the ceremony. 
However, Mark Kelly, band director, said it 
would only cost $1,100. 
And whichever figure is accurate, one thing re- 
mains clear. 
The University can afford a $600,000 information 
center to attract incoming freshmen, but they can- 
not afford 1/600 of that amount to supply a band to 
honor seniors who have already put time and 
money into this University. 
In addition, Burlingame did not ask Kelly if the 
band would be willing to make a compromise — 
which Kelly said was possible. If this lack of com- 
munication on Burlingame's part had not occurred, 
the band might be scheduled to play May 6. 
Burlingame not only failed to include the band in 
the ceremony without checking with them first, he 
also failed to consult the students who will be rec- 
ognized in front of their family and friends. Per- 
haps seniors would have been willing to charge 50 
cents to their bursar bill to cover the costs. 
But regardless if seniors would have opted to pay, 
they shouldn't have to do so. 
That money should have been budgeted in the 
very beginning. ,.   ._   ,«, 
And although University President Paul Olscamp 
said the purpose of commencement is not to go and 
hear the band because they only play "a couple of 
numbers at the end of the ceremony," many 
seniors believe the band'spart is more important. 
A petition with more than 100 signatures was 
submitted to the president requesting the band to 
Unfortunately, it is too late to alter this year's 
ceremony. Although adminstrators have chosen to 
abandon tradition at commencement for what they 
call a budget problem, the band should be rein- 
stated for the sake of those who have yet to gradu- 
It just won't be the same for the 2,200 seniors who 
will march to the tune of "Pomp and Circumstan- 
ce" sounding like "Take Me Out to the Ball Game." 
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ERIN WARREN   VIEWPOINT 
Music choice infuriates senior 
People often ask me "What is the most 
embarrassing moment in your life?" I can 
think of several. One of the worst was the 
time I sang the National Anthem at a Toledo 
Mud Hens Game. I was about 16, and I was 
really nervous to be down on the field with 
those huge baseball players. Anyway, the 
organ started and I couldn't hear it very 
well. So I ended up singing in perfect har- 
mony rather than the melody. Needless to 
say, it sounded off-key and it was extremely 
embarrassing. 
Maybe that wasn't the most embarrassing 
moment of my life, but it ranks up there with 
the best of them. Unfortunately, I'm afraid I 
am going to top all of them when I partici- 
pate in commencement exercises May 6. 
Before I confuse you readers, maybe we 
should explore some of the embarrassments 
at BGSU. This is not an attempt to slander 
this school or the administration, but I think 
we should bring to light some important 
facts- First of all, let's take a look at University 
President Paul Olscamp — a man with a 
Ph.D. who can be quoted in Miscellany 
magazine using the word "AIN'T." Need I 
say more? 
Another embarrassment is the way this 
university chooses to spend money. I think 
the groovy flags in the newly refurbished 
Union were not worth the millions spent. 
How about the brick hut and wall that park- 
ing services is calling an information booth? 
I know fifth-graders who design better with 
sugar cubes and toothpicks. This booth ac- 
tually cost $600,000? I don't know very much 
about building and contracting and even 
architecture, but I know enough to say 
somebody was ripped off somewhere. 
I could go on like this for an entire column, 
but the point is graduation — namely the 
solemn ceremony that hails us out of these 
hallowed halls and sends us on our way into 
the real world. And our memory of this will 
be accompanied by the echos of an ORGAN 
piped into the football stadium with a sound 
system. This is definitely going to be the 
most embarrassing moment of my life. 
For one thing, I am embarassed for my 
brother and his wife coming from New York 
City, my sister coming from Chicago, my 
grandmother from Detroit and really, ever- 
ybody else's parents, relatives and friends 
who will have to listen to an ORGAN at this 
supposedly auspicious occasion. 
I am embarrassed for the members of the 
symphonic band, who have been ridiculed 
and made to look at fault because they are 
not staying to play at commencement. It is 
not their fault. In fact, the band's director 
and the College of Music were not even 
asked to come to a compromise. I believe if 
everyone had the chance to get together for 
one hour a solution could have been made. 
Instead, our administration decided to re- 
place the band and the traditional and cere- 
monial atmosphere that goes with it with an 
ORGAN! 
It is outrageous that the University can be 
more concerned with completing that 
hideous $600,000 booth and could not manage 
to set aside $1,100 to feed the band. It is also 
outrageous to me that those of us to whom 
commencement is most important were not 
even considered in the decision. It would 
take one small-page ad in this paper, ex- 
plaining the situation and asking seniors 
participating to contribute fifty cents toward 
feeding the band. 
These solutions are too simple for our ad- 
ministration. Sometimes I think they like to 
make people angry. Obviously, they have 
nothing better to do if the only major issue 
this year has been whether or not people 
should be allowed to smoke on campus. 
I do want to thank the administration for a 
few things they have taught me. They've 
taught me to be organized and to plan ahead, 
something they did not do in planning com- 
mencement exercises. 
May 6,1 am going to walk away from this 
campus for good. I nave spent five years liv- 
ing and learning here and I can say it was 
well worth it. I am just sorry that the crown- 
ing glory for me and my fellow seniors has to 
be an embarrassment and a joke, because 
our role models don't know now to spend 
their money and plan ahead. 
Erin Kate Warren is a senior liberal stud- 
ies major from Maumee. 
LETTERS 
Seniors want 
Symphonic Band 
It appears that BGSU thinks 
the Symphonic Band is too ex- 
pensive to employ for the com- 
mencement exercises. The cost 
for musical send-off? Feeding 
the band members after they 
complete their finals. 
The replacement? An organ. 
This organ received good re- 
views for December and Sum- 
mer graduation ceremonies, but 
is it suitable for such a large and 
traditional event as May com- 
mencement? The December 
ceremonies are always held in- 
doors so the organ reverberates 
throughout the building and does 
sound rather impressive. While 
the summer events occur out- 
doors, there are fewer gradu- 
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ates and guests. The organ is 
still suitable because people are 
seated in a smaller area and the 
sound generated is acceptable. 
Tradition mandates the pres- 
ence of the Symphonic Band at 
the graduation exercises. The 
band gives the event dignity and 
spirit and creates the mood of 
intensity and celebration. 
Thousands of students will be 
participating in commence- 
ment, and we want the Sym- 
phonic Band. 
We have attended this univer- 
sity and completed our degrees. 
We have paid the Bursar, parti- 
cipated in activities, worked on- 
campus and off-campus jobs, 
and endured enormous amounts 
of bureaucratic nonsense. We 
have also just pledged over 
$100,000 to the Senior Challenge 
Fund Drive. Haven't we given 
enough to warrant a class act 
and not one lone organ? 
LisaRibar 
OCMB4675 
Letter opposes 
editorial tunction 
Kendon A. Kraska's com- 
ments on Nancy Erikson's 
"Drugs and Peace Don't Mix" 
column were out of line. 
The column appeared on the 
editorial page of the newspaper. 
There was no pretense that 
Erikson was writing a news 
story or a feature. The column 
was labeled "viewpoint." 
by Berke Breathed 
It's obvious Kraska under- 
stands the function of the edito- 
rial page. He used it as a forum 
to discuss an issue he feels 
strongly about. So why does he 
deny Erikson that same privi- 
lege? 
He labels Erikson's "moraliz- 
ing" as "unnecessary." Doesn't 
he understand the function of a 
column? And doesn't he jump on 
the "moralizing" bandwagon 
when he describes marijuana 
laws as "oppressive?" Why does 
he assume he has a privilege he 
isn't willing to extend to Erik- 
son? 
Erikson's columns are a re- 
freshing change of pace. I don't 
always agree with what she has 
to say. Sometimes I even find 
her logic a little faulty. But 
that's not the point. 
I enjoy listening to her think 
out loud. I'm excited to see 
someone engaging in a little 
critical thinking. Isn't that what 
education is all about? Isn't that 
the thrust behind the "market- 
place of ideas" philosophy? 
I encourage Kraska to contin- 
ue to use the editorial page as a 
forum. At the same time, I chal- 
lenge him to extend that same 
privilege to other students. 
JohnMcCartney 
Graduate student, Mass 
Communication 
Flat Life by Chris Mead 
Correction 
In a story appearing in The 
BG News Tuesday, a group 
was incorrectly identified. 
The Undergraduate 
Alumni Association was 
the organization that did 
not receive a seat in the 
Undergraduate Student 
Government for the 1989-90 
school year. 
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Student parties 
keep cops busy 
by Dennis Robaugh 
copy editor 
Campus police officers had 
their hands full last weekend 
trying to cope with students, 
who had their hands full of beer, 
returning from parties. 
An 18-page report issued 
Tuesday by police detailed the 
nature of the offenses occurring 
on-cam pus. 
According to the report, there 
were 81 open container viola- 
tions on campus, nine cases of 
disorderly conduct, three inci- 
dents of altered identification 
and one juvenile was cited for 
open container. 
Police rarely have more than 
10 open container violations on a 
normal weekend, however the 
rise in offenses may be attri- 
buted to Friday's "East Merry 
Mania" and "Frazee Frenzy,'' 
which occurred Saturday, police 
said. 
Bowling Green City Police re- 
erted a total of 13 open con- 
iner violations for the week- 
end and 20 cases of underage 
drinking. 
Barb Waddell, campus police 
crime prevention officer, said 
the University had additional 
crews patrolling the campus. 
The officers who worked last 
weekend were paid overtime or 
compensatory tune, she said. 
Waddell said the extra man- 
power was spread across the 
campus, though most of the open 
container offenses occurred in 
parking lots. 
The majority of open con- 
tainer offenses — 29 — occurred 
in parking lots seven and eight, 
which are behind Offenhauer 
Towers and near East Merry 
Avenue. 
"The police didn't concentrate 
their  efforts  on the  parking 
lots,"   Waddell   said.   "There 
□ See Violations, page 6. 
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El Salvador 
U Continued from page 1. 
As she observed the polling 
scheme, Pastor noticed the 
process endured by civilians in 
order to vote. 
"There were military 
guards outside the places who 
searched the people before 
they went inside,    she said. 
"Then, the people threw their 
ballots into big plastic bags 
which could easily be seen 
through. Also, the ballots were 
filled out with black magic 
markers." 
This made it easy for anyone 
to find out who the civilians 
were casting their ballots for, 
she said. 
Pastor also spoke about the 
poverty of the lower class 
communities which she 
visited. 
In one community populated 
by 15,000 people, she said there 
was no electricity or water and 
the entire city was built on a 
garbage dump. 
"The walls of the peoples' 
shelters were just big garbage 
bags," she said. 
She added the people have 
attempted to start farms and 
Sue Pastor 
crops in the area, but after 
digging a couple of feet, they 
find garbage, rendering the 
task virtually impossible. 
Pastor said she came into 
contact with the military var- 
ious times during her week- 
and-a-half trip. 
During one experience, she 
was stopped and searched two 
times thoroughly, and the mili- 
tary poked holes in her groups' 
bags of rice, beans, sugar and 
flour. 
In another city she visited, 
BG News Brock Vlsnich 
the entire town was militarized 
and "every corner contained 
an officer with a machine 
gun." 
In this city, she said she "got 
successfully in and out with 
only a few searches and con- 
tact with a few machine guns." 
EXAM SPECIAL 
Sunday, April 23 thru Thursday, April 27 
Sunday, April 30 thru Thursday, May 4 
Study and Relax in the privacy 
of your own room at 
BEST WESTERN 
Falcon Plaza (Inoapanay owned ant) operated) 
(located across from Harshman Dorm) 
$21." 
per night lor o single or double room 
Includes:     "Early check-in and late check-out times 
'Continental Breakfast 
•Coffee available 24 hours 
Advance reservations required and 
present valid BGSU ID at check-in 110    /I <VT VI 
Non students nor eligible 
PUT US TO THE TEST. 
SSAT • PSAT • SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT • LSAT • 
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO 
• OAT • TOEFL • NMB • NOB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP • 
FMGEMS • FLEX • CGFNS • CPA • BAR EXAM • NTE 
If you have to take one of these tests, take Kaplan first 
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to ovc 
one million students. Let us prove it to you. 
SIMMY H KAPLJN [DUCATIONUaNIIR LTD 
Prepare with us this summer for fall exams 
Toledo center 536-3701 
UWWVWWWWWWWWWVWVMMVWVWl 
MAZDA'S FIRST REWARD 
CAN HELP YOU OWN 
THE NEW MAZDA YOU WANT 
A program for 
college graduates 
College graduates need a break, too. 
After years of education, and now 
beginning an exciting new career, you're 
ready to reward yourself with a brand- 
new Mazda of your own-and FIRST 
REWARD can make it happen.j^s_ 
CALL KEVIN CLARK 
1-841-4500 
TOLEDO 
CAMPUS 
POLLYEYES 
"A Gathering Place" 
352-9638 440 E. Court 
Pick up menus at your dorm desks 
FREE CUP OF SOUP $1.00 OFF 
Any Full Price Pasta Dinner With Any Large Salad 
Chef, Taco, Veg. or Turkey 
s.™»ioo I CAMPUS POLLYEYES CAMPUS POLLYEYES 
$9.80 
DOUBLE PIZZA 
Two 12 Inch One Item Pan Pizzas I 
BWI Hem. 90f A SI2 SO Value 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440 E. Court Street 
352-9638 
FREE DELIVERY 
t i<: %n FREE POP With Any 
Large Sub, Burrrito, Or 
Large Salad (Chef. Veg., Taco, or Turkey) 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440 E. Court Street 
352-9638 
FREE DELIVERY 
$8.00 
Any Large 14 Inch 
Two Item Pan Pizza & 
One Quart of Coke 
Extra Items SI.20 A 110.00 Value 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440E. Court Street 
352-9638 
FREE DELIVERY 
$4.00 
Any Small 10 Inch 
Pan Pizza 
With One Item 
Eim llcmi 70t S3.20 Value 
CAMPUS  POLLYEYES  352-9638 
TH€ COLL€G€ OF BUSINCSS ADMINISTRATION 
IS PL€flS€D TO ANNOUNCE ITS SCHOLARSHIP 
AND AWARD RCCIPICNTS 
Karl €. Vogt Award 
Outstanding Graduating Senior, 1989 
Debra M Sprogg 
1989-1990 SCHOLARSHIP R€CIPI€NTS 
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Food selection 
to be expanded 
by Jill Novak 
staff reporter 
Among some of the changes 
University students should anti- 
cipate in next year's residence 
hall cafeterias are a greater 
food selection, a better carry-out 
concept and some type of bottled 
water. 
However, in addition to these 
changes, there will be an in- 
crease in prices, according to 
Jane Schimpf, director of Food 
Operations. 
"We are concerned because 
we have seen significant price 
increases in bids, especially in 
produce and cereal and grain 
Eroducts. But, we will try to 
eep price increases (for stu- 
dents i to a minimum," .she s.-iid. 
At this point, Schimpf said it is 
hard to tell exactly now much 
prices will increase. 
Schimpf said the greater food 
selection would Include changes 
in the cold sandwich line, involv- 
ing different sandwich combina- 
tions and the addition of pepper- 
on i. smoked turkey and different 
types of buns. 
In addition, she said more self- 
serve ice cream and yogurt will 
be offered. 
Salad bars will include a wider 
variety of vegetables and fruits, 
□ See Cafeterias, page 5. 
Vinyl furniture forbidden 
by Jennifer Taday 
staff reporter 
Due to the potential fire hazards in resi- 
dence halls, a ban against vinyl furniture 
will be instituted this fall. 
According to Mary Edmonds, University 
vice president of student affairs, the new 
policy also states that upholstered furniture 
must be fire retardant. 
Edmonds said Bowling Green Chief of 
Police Galen Ash determined that re- 
strictions were needed concerning items in 
the residence halls that violated fire codes. 
As a result, a committee was developed to 
alleviate the problem, she said. "As soon as 
we were notified of the potential danger, we 
started prevention planning," Edmonds 
said. 
According to Edmonds, the University is 
allocating a large amount of money to install 
carpet and curtains which meet fire code 
standards. Students now will be expected to 
contribute in the effort for fire safety, she 
said. 
University-purchased furniture in the re- 
sidence halls currently meets fire code 
standards, she said. Problems may arise 
when some students bring in their own furni- 
ture. 
The new regulations will ensure that the 
furniture brought in by students meet the 
same requirements as University- 
purchased items, she said. 
According to Edmonds, since residence 
halls were built before the design of comput- 
ers, video cassette recorders, televisions 
and even high-voltage stereos, the circuits 
can be overloaded — creating another fire 
hazard. 
"We don't want to sound heavy-handed, 
but we're talking life and death,"Edmonds 
said. 
Inspection of the furniture in a student's 
room will be done by resident advisers, ac- 
cording to Edmonds. 
Class assists with job hunts 
by Fred Wright 
staff reporter 
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University students may find 
the search for the "perfect job" 
a little easier after taking a 
class designed to help students 
in their employment search. 
According to JoAnn Kroll. an 
instructor of the course and di- 
Services, students learn about 
the roles, functions and struc- 
tures of business organizations, 
how to prepare resumes, inter- 
views and job searches, as well 
as practice public speaking 
skills. 
Kroll teaches the course — 
Arts and Science 300: The Job 
Hunt — with Tom Gorman, as- 
sistant director of University 
Placement Services. 
Free 
Diamond 
with a 
Herfif Jones 
rector of University Placement       Many students confused about 
NEWLOVE RENTALS 
FREE Gas Heat, Water and Sewer 
803 FIFTH ST. 
• Two bedroom apartments 
• Completely furnished & unfurnished 
• Balconies and patios 
• Private parking 
• Laundry facilities 
328 S.MAIN 352-5620 
careers and what to do after 
graduation often take the course 
to find out more about them- 
selves, Kroll said. 
"They're looking at the course 
to help them narrow down their 
interests and make some tenta- 
tive career decisions," Kroll 
said. "By taking the course, stu- 
dents assess their own skills and 
interests and learn about then- 
work values." 
As part of the class require- 
ments, students keep a journal, 
tour the Center for Career Re- 
sources and conduct two video- 
taped interviews, she said. 
Karin Berthold, senior liberal 
studies major, currently is en- 
rolled in the course. She took it 
because she was worried about 
what she was going to do after 
graduation. She said the course 
better prepared her for life after 
she leaves the University. 
"I think everyone should take 
it; it should be a required 
course," Berthold said. 
Mary Reinkoester, junior 
radio-television-film major, 
plans to take the course next 
semester. She believes the 
course will be a valuable experi- 
ence that will fit her individual 
needs. 
"I hope it will give me more 
self-confidence about getting a 
i'ob  after  graduation,"   Rein- 
;oester said. 
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GET YOUR RING FOR GRADUATION 
April 27 and 28 at 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
E. Wooster St. 10 a.m. - 3:00 p.m 
$25.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED      mm HERFF JONES 
SAVE $30 TO $75 
Care     We  Care     We   Care     We  Care     We   Care 
We're looking for 
PERFORMERS 
!Can you sing, dance or play an instrument?  Auditions for a 
\ paid position in the Pre-Registation Variety Show!  Sign-up 
for auditions at 405 Student Services until April 26. 
Auditions will be in 2117 of the Moore Musical Arts Building. 
SENIOR     CHALLENGE 
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SI :NIOR   CHALLENC E 
It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe. 
You have one night 
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few 
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the 
dreaded astronomy exam. 
On the other hand, Vrvarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps 
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So 
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp. 
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar 
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PET SEMATARY - 
-3S650920 
THE RESCUERS 
EVENINGS 7 00 ONLY 
SAY ANYTHING 
EVENINGS 6 45 9 35 
PRESENT THIS COUPON 
ON TUESDAY'S ONLY 
THROUGH THE MONTH 
OF APRIL. BUY ONE 
MOVIE TICKET AND 
RECEIVE THE OTHER 
ONE FREEI 
1WOFM 
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4 rising seniors 
net fellowships 
by Janice Franti 
reporter 
Four University students were 
awarded the University's most 
prestigious undergraduate 
scholarship on April 7. 
Kraig Baker, senior liberal 
studies major; Kate Juergens, junior pre-law major; Peggy 
Snyder, senior nursing major; 
and Linda Popovich, senior po- 
litical science and economics 
major, received the $1,500 Fra- 
zier Reams Public Affairs Un- 
dergraduate Fellowships. 
Created In 1973, the Reams 
Fellowships have been awarded 
to 61 University students, ac- 
cording to Clifton Boutelle, Uni- 
versity public relations director. 
The award was established in 
the memory of Frazier Reams 
Sr., a Toledo attorney, broad- 
casting executive and U.S. Con- 
gressman who died in 1971, 
Boutelle said. 
He said Reams served as a 
member of the Bowling Green 
Board of Trustees from 1950 to 
1957 and received an honorary 
doctor of law degree from the 
University in 1959. 
Applicants for the fellowship 
were required to be rising 
seniors who will attend the Uni- 
versity nest fall and spring 
semesters. 
Baker is a member of the Un- 
dergraduate Student Govern- 
ment, Sigma Phi Epsilon frater- 
nity, Mortar Board scholastic 
honor   society.   Golden   Key 
national honor society, Order of 
Omega and the University Am- 
bassadors. 
He is also an American Red 
Cross volunteer and peer ad- 
viser in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 
Juergens, a member of Un- 
dergraduate Student Govern- 
ment, serves as a defense coun- 
selor for Student Court and as 
vice president of the Pre-Law 
Society. She is also a member of 
the Honors Program and Phi 
Alpha Delta pre-law honor soci- 
Snyder is a member of the 
Nursing Student Association, 
Phi Kappa Phi scholastic honor 
society and Golden Key. She 
also serves as a peer adviser 
within her college and worked as 
a patient care technician and 
a nursing assistant 
Popovich, captain of the Uni- 
versity women's volleyball team 
and an Academic All-American, 
serves on the On-Line Registra- 
tion Committee. 
She also participated in the 
University's Model United Na- 
tions Program in New York 
City. 
In addition, Popovich is a 
member of Phi Beta Kappa 
national academic honor soci- 
ety, Omicron Delta Kappa 
national leadership honor soci- 
ety. Mortar Board, Phi Kappa 
Phi, Phi Sigma Alpha political 
science honor society and the 
Honors Student Association. 
Prof tapped for post 
Former dean goes to Washington 
by Lori Miller 
reporter 
A former dean of Firelands College recently assumed a position at 
the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C. 
William McGraw, now professor of humanities at Firelands, ac- 
cepted the position of chafr of the steering committee of the College 
of Fellows. 
The John F. Kennedy Center serves as the national headquarters 
for the College of Fellows, which has been in existence for more than 
25years. 
The College of Fellows is a "society that exists to recognize and 
honor individuals and their accomplishments in the field ... of 
theatre in the United States," McGraw said. 
The steering committee is the committee that administers the 
work of the College of Fellows, he said. 
McGraw's job as chair includes guiding the process of selecting 
new members for the College of Fellows, managing the budget and 
planning and conducting the annual meeting, he said. 
This year's meeting will be held April 23 at the Kennedy Center. 
He said he also acts as a liason to the Kennedy Center for any de- 
cisions made here. 
McGraw said he is pleased with his new position. 
"I feel very fortunate because it is a recognition (in itself)" to be 
selected, he said. 
His past accomplishments include having served as president of 
the American Theatre Association in 1974 and as dean of the College 
of Fine and Performing Arts at Youngstown State University until 
he resigned to teach at Firelands. 
McGraw's job as chair will not stop him from working in Ohio. He 
[ilans on conducting most of his business through his office at Fire- 
ands, he said. 
Cafeterias  
Ll Continued from page 4. 
including melons and strawber- 
ries, she said. 
Schimpf said she wants to 
make carry-out items more a- 
vailable to students through pre- 
wrapped food and merchandis- 
ing. 
Because many students have 
been concerned about the city's 
recent nitrate problem, Schimpf 
said some type of bottled water 
probably will be available next 
year. 
According to Schimpf, Food 
Operations conducted a survey 
to determine students' likes and 
dislikes of cafeteria offerings. 
Although the results are not 
yet available, Food Operations 
will re-evaluate areas drawing a 
majority of student dissatisfac- 
tion, she said. 
Another method used by Food 
Operations to facilitate gather- 
ing student opinion is the feed- 
back from comment cards. 
"One comment that keeps 
reoccuring is "too much cod.' 
But, we have tried a greater va- 
riety of fish, and it just does not 
sell." Schimpf said. 
Schimpf said the addition of 
the new low-cal menu this year 
will be continued with a proba- 
ble expansion of it. 
"Hopefully we will eventually 
acquire software (to obtain) the 
total nutrient analysis and total 
fat content of all foods," she 
said. "But, it will be doubtful we 
will have this by fall." 
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER 
TONITE AT 7:15 • 9:30 
2ND BIG WEEK 
ENDS THURSDAY 
"NASTY, DECADENT FUN.' 
E 
"Rip<rk.(f (hr DsrTtres.ee" 
OHIO UNIVERSITY'S 
Matter of Bustaess Asaslabtrattoa Pragnn 
■ Diteiop managerial aktlb 
• Practical, hand.-** aeptoach 
• iMafTM* buatttaaa knowtsega and IUIII 
• Oslo caNar-nlaud aipariaoce 
thtwgh rrquirtd ntfrmahlp 
• MBA may ba corapktad in 10 mooOi. 
Tuition Waiver and 13800 stipend awarded lo out-landing applicant* 
who have demonstrated academic •■.celtance, Wadonhip and 
professional commitment. 
CftH to.a. for brochure aid apsHkattoa. i6 ] 4) 593-2007. 
MBA Program. College of Businete Administration. Copeland Hall. 
Ohio University. Athena Ohio 45701. 
Fall admission deadline is June I. 1909. 
BURLINGTON OPTICAL  DOES  IT AGAIN! 
CONTACTS 
OAiii *(«» 44RB' 
CONTACTS     0"T»"-V- 
6488 
■WITH auACHAU or mi uw 
• AMERICAN HYDRO 
• RAUSCH HOMB       .. 
CIUNDED 
CONTACTS O^frH™. 
EYEGLASSES 
-'"AMIS   • BIFOCALS 
7488 ST.. 
MfW   IINTIO K>*~T CONTACTS 
• WJ COLORS 
rOR LIGHT EVFS 
TINTtO 
SOFT 
CONTACTS 698?: 
8988 
c^&urlington Optical TOUDO !•« V ftcyitoM. 382-2020 
  ■OWUNGGUIM 
472-11IJ        JS2-25JJ 
RR€ BRINGING COM€DV 
TO BOWLING GR€€N 
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176 €. WOOST6R 
* 18 AND OV€R UJCLCOMC 
FRIDHV IS COLL€G€ I.D. NIGHT 
THE BLACK STUDENT UNION 
ANNUAL YEAR-END PICNIC 
Will be held at Student Services Building 
Saturday, April 29th 
From 12:00 p.m. to ? 
Food 
games 
prizes 
and a live DJ 
COME JOIN THE FUN I 
S BX 
STUDENT 
BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
OUR BOOK BUY BACK 
HAS BEGUN! 
• Top prices for used texts! 
• Top wholesale prices! 
(we buy current editions of books no 
longer used on campus) 
• Don't wait until next fall - prices 
fall over the summer 
/CONGRATULATION C 
VcLASSOF1989° 
HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT! 
Mon.-Fri.    9-? 
Sat.    9-5 
530 E. Wooster 
r " 1 
kw    _   J 
Don't forget - We are a wholesaler! 
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Tenure  
□ Continued from page 1. 
service prior to his appointment 
at the University counts toward 
meeting the total required pro- 
bationary period, the Charter 
states. 
Although a faculty member 
may seek tenure at any time 
during his or her probationary 
period, a denial before seven 
years does not affect subsequent 
applications. When faculty 
members in the probationary 
period hand in their yearly re- 
views, they are recommended 
for renewal or non-renewal by 
the tenured faculty of the aca- 
demic unit and the chair of the 
department, according to the 
Charter. 
"This system of annual evalu- 
ations to decide whether or not a 
candidate will continue for an- 
other year is designed to allow 
ample time for feedback," Gary 
Hess, history department chair, 
said. "There is an enormous 
amount of information from the 
candidate. This is a chance for 
the candidate to update the re- 
cord." . 
This evaluation period is the 
•time in which faculty members 
should make known any hesita- 
tion about or problem with the 
tenure candidate, according to 
:Hess. 
"Any complaints should be 
shared with a faculty member 
during the probationary period. 
The departments are obliged to 
-do careful examinations of how 
people are doing," he said. "If 
there is a great deal of criticism 
:and consistently low student 
evaluations during this (proba- 
tionary) period, it is inconceiva- 
ble for the person to receive ten- 
ure." 
When a candidate for tenure is 
up for final review, he or she 
either receives a tenure ap- 
pointment based on positive and 
perhaps improving yearly re- 
views, including teaching, 
research and service. 
If a candidate is denied ten- 
ure, he or she must be informed 
of reasons why they did not 
receive tenure. 
"The assumption is, if they 
have been reviewed frequently, 
they are ready to be tenured and 
there should be no awkwardness 
associated with them not meet- 
ing the requirements," Thomas 
Attig, philosophy department 
chair, said. "So, a situation in 
which they have heard no objec- 
tions along the way, and they 
come up denied becomes awk- 
ward as hell. This opens up the 
Eissibilities of lawsuits based on 
rk of fair warning." 
"The decision of whether or 
not to grant someone tenure is 
based on sifting through the evi- 
dence you have been presented 
with throughout the years," 
Hess said. You just hope the 
mountain of evidence points 
clearly to a decision either way, 
which it does in most cases." 
When a person is denied ten- 
ure, he or she is given a terminal 
contract for the following year, 
according to department chairs. 
The decision whether or not to 
continue into the seventh year is 
up to the faculty member; the 
result may be an uncomfortable 
situation, Alvar Carlson, geog- 
raphy department chairman, 
said. 
"We had a case in the 70s 
where a teacher was denied ten- 
ure and left right away," he 
said. "It is kind of an awkward 
situation." 
When a faculty member is 
given tenure, the university 
granting them the privilege is 
also conveying expectations of 
the now-tenured member, Hess 
said. 
"It's saying, 'your work for 
the past several years has been 
good, we're pleased with 
research and service you've 
performed — now do more and 
do it as well as you can,' " he 
said. "That is the central mes- 
sage behind every appointment 
of tenure." 
Catch Friday magazine 
each week in the BG News 
Pe Care    We Care /WE, 
CARE! 
, We Care     We Care 
Learn communication skills! 
Polish leadership skills! 
SHOW that WE CARE Spirit! 
Pre-registration volunteers are 
needed from July 10 - August 3 
Be a greeter, tour guide, display 
host, evening entertainment 
usher or discussion facilitator. 
Compensation includes a meal 
for each day worked! 
Sign - up by April 28th at 5:00 pm 
in 405 Student Services 
We Care    We Care    We Care    We Care    We Care 
It's All Here in 
Black & White. 
quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services 
UniGraohics 
Greeks  
1 Continued from page 1. 
reflect Ohio law, many frater- 
nity men believe the changes 
are oppressive. 
"Greek Life is trying to take it 
all away, but I don't think they 
can shift the emphasis away 
from alcohol," said former De- 
lta Tau Delta social chairman 
Eric Schmidt. 
"A lot of college life revolves 
around alcohol, and if people 
want to drink, they will," 
Schmidt said. 
Kappa Sigma's social chair- 
man Dean Bishop agreed stu- 
dent drinking is inevitable. "In 
every organization there is a 
time when you'd like to have an 
alcoholic event. Now, if you're 
going to do it, it has to be off- 
campus," Bishop said. 
Although Greek Life cannot 
enforce their policies off- 
campus, Arnholt said she hopes 
greeks will not increase or en- 
dorse irresponsible drinking off- 
campus. 
"I'm sure greeks and other 
students will continue to have 
parties off-campus, but when 
there is a problem the police will 
handle it, and greeks are on 
their own," Arnholt said. 
Prior to the one-keg rule, 
fraternity/sorority functions 
were allowed one keg per every 
SO people present and of drink- 
ing age, according to Arnholt. If 
less than 50 percent of the com- 
bined attendance was of drink- 
ing age, the tea was to be dry. 
Although apparently further 
limited, Colvm said that if a 
fraternity has membership to al- 
low more than one keg, Greek 
Life will allow it. 
Arnholt, who acknowledged the 
spurious "one-keg rule, said 
the recent change in the state 
minimum drinking age now has 
made the majority of greek 
members ineligible to drink 
legally. 
While some chapters may be 
able to squeak past the percent- 
age requirements, Arnholt said 
that in most cases those mem- 
bers of drinking age would 
choose not to attend teas or only 
stay a short while. 
"It wasn't really fair to the 
majority. A fraction of members 
were allowed to drink, while the 
remainder either drank illegally 
or felt excluded," Arnholt said. 
Hence, the one-keg rule was 
implemented. 
According to Arnholt, greek 
parties will be more fair to 
underage members because 
there will be more emphasis on 
non-alcoholic programming. 
"Underage members don't 
have to feel uncomfortable, and 
the entire chapter will now feel 
more responsible to actively 
program for the underage peo- 
ple,  Arnholt said. 
Brent Pennock, social chair- 
man for Sigma Phi Epsilon, said 
the rule has eliminated the tra- 
ditional "three-keg tea" and his 
fraternity practically has 
phased out alcoholic teas. 
"The reason why they (Greek 
Life) made the one-keg rule is to 
totally discourage alcohol at 
teas," Pennock said. "They dic- 
tate the policy and we're left to 
decide what to do about it." 
Pennock said alcoholic teas 
have become a thing of the past 
and fraternities are gearing 
their social calendars in other 
directions. 
"With only one keg, most 
houses will say 'Why bother?' It 
is a common fact that most col- 
lege students will not drink only 
a couple of beers," Pennock 
said. 
Mike Callahan, former Lam- 
bda Chi Alpha president, said 
the most resistance to the new 
policy has come from new, 
underage members, rather than 
older members familiar with al- 
coholic social functions. 
"We've found that some of the 
younger guys joined only for 
social reasons, and are dis- 
appointed now to not have it (al- 
coholic social)," Callahan said. 
Colvin. who supports an 
18-year-old drinking age, said 
the greeks are in a transitional 
(ihase and need to work to be 
ess alcohol-centered. 
"A couple of chapters won't 
survive tnis unless uiey change 
their ways drastically. The 
mark of a good chapter is 
whether they have more to offer 
their membership than a keg of 
beer on Friday night," Colvin 
said. 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
Phil 
Guy 
Thurs.-Sat. 
April 27-29 
Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m. 
Live Broadcasl on 88.1 ttlll.l 
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant 
We Need Your Help Now ! 
l 
* \(>l   IN 
USG has distributed professor 
evaluation surveys to all students 
taking business courses this 
Spring 1989 Semester.  We ask 
that you pick up your forms 
from your on campus mailbox 
and complete them to send to 
405 Student Services. 
These evaluations are being 
processed by students for you to 
make informed decisions when 
scheduling. 
Thank You for your Cooperation 
The Voice of the Undergraduate Student Body 
BG News/Brock Vlsnlch Riding The Railing 
Tim Reinman. a sophomore at Bowling Green High School, slides down 
the railing in front of Memorial Hall Monday afternoon. 
Violations  
in the area between Ridge Street 
and Frazee Avenue. 
City police also requested as- 
sistance from the campus police 
at 12:30 a.m. Saturday to help in 
dispersing the partiers from the 
G Continued from page 3. 
were extra patrols all over cam- 
pus." 
Twenty-five open container 
offenses occurred on city streets 
surrounding the campus, most 
Yufrc smart enough to calculate 
the size of a Hydrogen atom. 
And you re still smoking? 
SUMMER STORAGE SERVICE 
FOR YOUR ROOM FURNISHINGS 
PLUS 
FREE OPTIONAL 
SPRING PICKUP AND FALL DELIVERY 
STORE YOUR 
LOFT REFRIGERATOR 
COUCH OR CHAIR BIKE 
RATES START AT $15.00 
...Etc. 
Call 352-3836 
9-5 M-F 
to schedule your 
pickup time 
Now Available 
I'M lii-.iii'lv From: 
Loft Construction 
P.O. Box 538 
500 Lehman 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
419/352-3836 
Scheduled cartwfS» Book anytime1 Above laies 
V, RoundTiiplfom Chicago Sonie restrictions 
apply On me spot ra«oasses. im I Student i O 
youth hostel passes v*y» and study atxoad 
proarams FREE Student travel Catalog 
Cow nciiHravd 
831 Foster St 
Evanston.IL 60201 
312 475 5070   . 
KAPPA DELTA • BGSU • KAPPA DELTA 
KAPPA % 
DELTA " 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO OUR 
1989 GRADUATING SENIORS 
Misty Cartwright 
Kim Haupt 
Sara Steer 
Anne-Marie Nataro 
Mary Thompson 
Beth McGough 
Martha Strauch 
Julia Smith 
Kathy Cmok 
Michelle Hrusovsky 
Megan McManamon 
Steph Watkins 
Sue Cooper 
Bethany Tod 
Michele St. Amont 
Toni Taylor 
Missy McNeilly 
Beth Hall 
WE'LL MISS YOU 
AOT 
KAPPA DELTA • BGSU • KAPPA DELTA 
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Laxers nipped 
in season finale 
by John Hendcnon 
sports reporter 
The Bowling Green club lacrosse team's season came to a 
sudden end Saturday three minutes into overtime against Ohio 
University. 
With the score tied, 4-4, the Falcons opened the extra period 
by winning the face-off and putting quality shots on goal 
against O.U. But the Bobcat goalie came up with the saves and 
cleared the ball to a midfielder who strode the length of the 
field and beat Falcon goalie Mark Koldan for the winning goal. 
"We thought they'd be dead after the Kent game," said cap- 
tain Geoff Knapp, referring to the Bobcats' hard fought 4-3 vic- 
tory over Kent Slate earlier in the afternoon. 
How wrong the Falcons were. 
Bowling Green opened the game in fine fashion, outhustling, 
outhitting and outscoring the Bobcats en route to a 2-0 lead at 
the end of the initial quarter. Knapp and Steve Scheurle scored 
for the Falcons. "We came out flying in the first quarter," 
Knapp said. "Everything we did worked well." 
But as good as the first quarter was for BG, the second was just as productive forO.U. 
"They had a very good quarter. They picked up the tempo, 
played very well and basically scored on their opportunities," 
Knapp said. "Things didn't click as well for us in the second 
quarter." 
The Bobcats rode their success to a 2-2 halftime tie. 
The second half was a physical flurry, with both teams 
nearly capitalizing on their relentless play, only to be denied by 
the goalies. 
"(BG goalie I Mark Koldan had a great game," Knapp said. 
' 'But their guy came up with a lot of big saves. Their defense 
didn't play as well as ours did, but he saved them. If I had to 
give their team an MVP, I would've given it to him." 
Knapp gave BG a brief lead at 3-2 & the third quarter, but the 
Bobcats tied the score at the end of the third and held a 4-3 lead 
late in the game. 
It was then that the Falcons looked doomed to taste defeat. 
Every offensive threat seemed to end in an errant pass or an 
inaccurate shot on goal. Senior defenseman Mike Sullivan 
nearly tied the score with a brilliant end to end rush, reminis- 
cant of Pittsburgh's Paul Coffey on an NHL ice rink, only to 
have his shot wisked away by the O.U. netminder. 
But Knapp reached into his bag of tricks and scored a breath- 
taking goal with 1:02 left in the contest. After taking a pats in 
the attack zone, Knapp sped to his right, cut past a defender to 
his left and wristed a shot into the goal to give him a hat trick 
for the game. 
"I thought we'd beat them in overtime after we won that 
face-off. But their goalie made the save, cleared it and that 
midfielder's shot hit the post and went in from about five yards 
out," Knapp said. "There's no one to blame. The defense 
played it well and Mark iust didn't come up with the save. He 
1 a really good game, though." 
Falcons struck by Flashes 
Kent State pounds out 19 hits en route to sweep of BG 
by Amy Cole 
sports reporter 
Still 
The softball team weathered a 
few hard knocks as it dropped 
both games of a Mid-American 
Conference doubleheader to 
Kent State 
Tuesday 
afternoon. 
The Fal- 
cons, who fell 
to 8-10 in the 
MAC and 16-26 
overall, gave 
up 19 hits in 
the 6-3 and 5-1 
losses and 
could only 
muster nine hits of their own. 
"(Kent) came to play," BG 
coach Jacquie Joseph said. 
"They did everything they 
needed to do to win. 
"We were just constantly 
working out of holes. We got out 
of some, but we fell right back 
into them." 
The Falcons ran into their 
first major obstacle in the first 
game as the Lady Flashes com- 
bined for a four-run third inning 
to take a $-1 lead. KSU rallied 
for three of the runs with two 
outs in the inning on a bases- 
loaded double from Liz Nagy. 
The Flashes tallied another 
run in the top of the sixth to go 
ahead 6-1, before the Falcons at- 
tempted a two-run comeback 
effort in the bottom of the sev- 
enth to bring the final score to 
6-3. 
Inf ielder Kim Still and catcher 
Lisa Williams led BG's offensive 
attack as they combined for four 
of BG's five hits. Still tallied two 
doubles and two RBI, one in 
each the second and the seventh, 
while Williams posted two sin- 
gles, one RBI and two runs 
scored. 
BG hurler Lisa Hufford was 
relieved by Becky Bailey in the 
top of the fifth, but took the loss 
to drop her record to 7-16. KSU's 
Darby Seegrist recorded the win 
as she struck out five Falcon 
batters and walked none. 
The second game of the twin- 
bill looked more dismal for the 
Falcons than the first as BG pit- 
cher Terri Lattimer, who was 
undefeated going into the 
contest with a 5-0 mark, allowed 
ll nits and walked eight Kent 
batters en route to her first loss 
of the season. 
"They hammered the ball and 
had about 45 hits," Joseph said. 
"We also must have walked 45 
people. 
"You can't give up that many 
hits and that many walks and 
expect to be in the ball game." 
Four of the Lady Flashes five 
runs came on two-run homers 
from Michelle Venci in the 
fourth and Kim Hensler in the 
fifth, while the Falcons posted 
their lone run in the sixth on a 
throwing error by KSU pitcher 
Rita Krug which enabled out- 
fielder Wendy Oehler to score. 
As the ninth-ranked pitcher in 
the MAC with an ERA of 1.17, 
Krug only allowed four BG hits 
as she upped her record to 6-2. 
Freshman outfielder Karen 
Applebaum led the Falcons 
offensively as she connected for 
two of BG's four hits. Shortstop 
Michelle Clagett and Oehler tal- 
lied the other two. 
Lisa Spotleson, a sophomore 
outfielder, led KSU as she went 
two for four with two singles, an 
RBI and one run scored. 
"They (Kent) are a much im- 
proved   team,"   Joseph   said. 
Player for player, I think they 
are a better team than (first- 
place) Toledo." 
FALCON NOTES: The Fal- 
cons are currently ranked sixth 
in the MAC ahead of Eastern 
Michigan, Miami and Ohio Uni- 
versity. But of eight teams that 
have reported statistics this 
week, BG is ranked eighth in 
ERA and in batting average 
(.186). 
SWITCH TO LaRICHE    SWITCH TO LaRICHE 
Attention Graduating Seniors: 
NEED A CAR? 
1. Guaranteed approved credit* 
2. $400 Certificate towards purchase 
or lease 
3. First payment is deferred 
FREE UTILITIES! 
Heat, air conditioning, water and sewer. 
CAMPUS MANOR 
505 Clough Apt. B-15 
Call R.E. Management Today 
352-9302 
Only a couple left tor 1989-90 
Price hurt 
RICHFIELD, O.(AP) — Mark 
Price could not work out with 
the Cleveland Cavaliers on 
Tuesday and is listed as doubtful 
for Friday's opening playoff 
game against the Chicago Bulls. 
Price, Cleveland's starting 
point guard, pulled his right 
groin muscle in a loss to Detroit 
on April 18 and sat out the Cava- 
liers final two regular-season 
games. 
*•••••••■* 
CARIBBEAN    ASSOC.    CARIBBEAN    ASSOC. O 
c 
> 
D 
O 
CRUCIAL ROOTS REGGAE 
Thursday, April 27 
9:00 p.m.-midnight 
Quad Rock Cafe (Founders) 
w/GROOVEMASTER 
- Caribbean Assoc. & Quad Rock Cafe 
- Free end of year party - 
n 
> 
-n 
m 
CARIBBEAN ASSOC. CARIBBEAN ASSOC. 
:Woodsy Owl tors 
Clean Water 
$225/mo.** 
Over 150 new cars and trucks to choose from 
Additional incentives on certain models 
■MUST BE FOOT YEAR GRADUATE WITH NO PREVIOUS CREDIT HISTORY 
"12HAPR WITH TAX AND TITLE DOWN INCLUDES ALL REBATES 
JW&cte 
CHEVROLET - QEO       _„   . ___ 
DOWNTOWN FINDLAY 4^2" I 855 
SWITCH TO LaRICHE    SWITCH TO LaRICHE 
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Before leaving BG 
for the year 
1) Clean your room/apt. 
2) Turn off fhe lights; and 
3) Order your 1989 KEY! 
You'll be taking with you forever 416 pages of all the 
sports, places, faces and events that has made this year 
at the University so special in your life. So preserve those 
memories forever by returning the dorder form below. 
The 1989 KEY. 
Don't leave BG without it! 
Name  
Soc. Sec. No.  
Pete    /     /      Permanent Zip Code. 
ORDER YOUR 
1989 KEY 
NOW! 
   f\ 
Z ILL BE HERE TO PICK UP my yaartxx* 
whan it amvaa m Saptamber 1989 Please 
bii my bursar account 
._' I WONT BE HERE TO PICK UP my 
yearbook Piaasa b# my bursar account an 
addrtionai $3 50 tor postaga and handling 
and sand my yaarboofc to 
i return card, by campua ma*, to The 
KEV omce. 28 Wast Hafl BQSU 43403 
->+O+O+0*0i 
Currant special value price ol only $ 17.95! 
EGRAND OPENING! 
MAURICES 
HAS ADDED 
A MEN'S 
DEPARTMENT! 
CELEBRATE 
WITH 
20% 
OFF 
ALL MEN'S 
AND 
WOMEN'S 
FASHIONS 
4 DAYS ONLY 
Thursday - Sunday 
MAURICES 
Quality Fashion Doesn't Cost A Fortune 
WOODLAND MALL 
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Cole awarded 
Falcon standout sprinter 
Melissa Cole was named Mid- 
American Conference 
Women's Track Athlete of the 
Week for the week of April 
23-29. 
Cole won two events — the 
200-meter dash and the 
400-meter — in last weekend's 
All-Ohio Championships in 
Oxford, Oh. and anchored the 
Falcons' victorious 1,600 re- 
lay team. 
"She's running as well as I 
had hoped (this season), and I 
expect her to to do better 
yet," head coach Lee LaBa- 
die said. "I think she has the 
capability of doing even bet- 
ter." 
Cole currently holds three 
season bests for BG — the 100 
(12.3), 200 (25.07) and 400 (54.8) — while being a part of 
the Falcons' 400 and 1,600 re- 
lay teams. 
Cole said she attributes 
most of her success to dedi- 
cated practice and excellent 
coaching. 
"I am working harder in 
Eractice and also over winter 
reak," she said. "Coach La- 
Badie has helped and has giv- 
en me a better attitude." 
Browns end Kramer's wait 
by Andy Woodard 
assistant managing editor 
Defensive 
never wait 
happen, they 
themselves. 
However, 
Kyle Kramer 
had no choice 
but to play the 
waiting game 
in the three 
days prior to 
Sunday's 
National 
Football 
League draft. 
For nearly 80 
hours, Kramer 
football   players 
for something to 
t 
et
make it happen 
Kramer 
sat and won- 
BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES  IT AGAIN! 
TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT &  EYEGLASS PRICES 
dered if and when a team would 
select him. 
About 8:30 Sunday night, the 
former Bowling Green safety 
received a telephone call from 
Dick Bell, his Boston-based 
agent. 
"He said, 'you know you're 
supposed to call your agent 
when you get drafted, *" 
Kramer said. "I told him, '1 
will.' He then said, 'You didn't 
hear yet? The Browns drafted 
you in the fifth round.'" 
Kramer, a two-time All Mid- 
American Conference pick, will 
have the opportunity to try out 
and make the Browns' season- 
opening roster. 
But as tough as that may be, 
Kramer said the time between 
Thursday's workout for Cleve- 
land here at the University and 
Sunday's   draft   was   tension- 
BAUSCH i IOMB   i  • 
I AMERICAN HYDBON | 
DAILT*W€AR   O jfl 
CONTACTS     «#■• 34f.«: 
6488 
CONTACTS 
•BAUSCH* l OMB . 
FXTENDtD 
"""      *\A88' CONTACTS W^f....... - 
EYEGLASSES 
• 'cAMfS  -BIFOCALS 
7488 ass. 
(GLASS OH PLASTIC D 2SJ 
r   Twmo SOFT CONTACTS 
• * J COLORS 
FORUGMTfVES 
TINTED   
SOFT CQ8 
CONTACTS  W9»* 
8988 
c^LVurlington Optical TOtlOO IMS S. BcynoMt 
OR   .   SHIM   OPTUMITHIM 
  iOWllNGCim. 
TOUDO ,6|6 |. WoeMct 
1IS1W SMuiri.       • 
472-1113        3S2-2S3) 
THE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
ASSOCIATION WELCOMES 
ALUMNUS MR. ERNIE BRASS 
TONIGHT AT 7:30 p.m. RM. 1010 
BA BUILDING. SUBJECTS INCLUDE 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES AND INTERNSHIPS 
IN INTERNATIONAL FIELDS 
ALL ARE WELCOME! 
The KEY'S 
Most Wanted List 
Those listed below have yet to pick up their 1988 KEY. Please do so at your earliest con- 
venience at 28 West Hall and bring an I.D. 
JENNNIFERL AOAMS 
MONICA L  ALBERT 
BRETT AMACMER 
KAREN ANDERSON 
KENNETH ANDERSON 
JOHN ANTHONY ANTOOK 
KAREN ARNOT 
T AMARA ASHER 
DAVID M  ATHA 
ALLAN AUSTIN 
JAMES Z  AZELVANORE 
BRETBAHR 
BRIANS  BAILEY 
ELIZABETH A  BAKER 
MtUSSA BANKER 
USAM  BARNETT 
BRIAN BARNHART 
JANET BABNOSKY 
ERIC BAUGHMAN 
QLENBEAR 
FAITH BE ABDSLEY 
MICHELf BEATTIE 
BRIAN BECK 
JEFF BECKER 
MICHELLE BEDNARCZY 
JONATHONL  BELL 
MATT BENNETT 
GREG LEHMAN BENFtOTH 
KfcRINS B«SCHC#F 
BRIAN BiSSONNETTE 
ANNETTE M  BLAKE 
.1111 (HUM 
TIMOTHY BOONARIK 
DEBBIE BOGOANVI 
COLLEEN E   BOLDT 
TOOD BOOTHE 
WAYNE R  BOROWSKI 
CHARLES P  BOST 
CHARiSE R BOWMAN 
MICHELf LYNN BOWMAN 
CALLENW  BREEN 
ANGELA BRENNAN 
GWENM  BHW02A 
KRISTEN BRINK 
KIMBRISSEY 
MVKEL BROWN 
SUZANNE BROWN 
BETSV BRUNNER 
SARAH BUCKLEY 
SHARI BUNDY 
ANNA BURKMIEP 
ERMM BUOLEY 
ANGELLA BURSON 
DANE BURTON 
LAMONTR  BURWELL 
NICOLE BUTLER 
KRISTIN E   BYERLY 
MCHAELE  BYERLY 
MEUNOACACCHIO 
JOHNS CALOER 
JOE CAMPANELLA 
JOSEPH CANCILUERE 
JOEL CARD ARE LL> 
USACARNICOM 
CHRIS CARTMEU 
CHPJSONE CHERNY 
CARA CHICK 
LUCYJ  CHLOSTA 
LAURA CIHLAR 
BHANJ OPRESSE 
DAvTDCLAFUN 
STEPKAME CLAPPER 
KEVIN E CLAY 
CAMERON S CUFTON 
POLLY COEN 
REQINA COLLMRON 
ELIZABETH COLE 
DIONE COLE MAN 
MICHElE A  COLES 
USA COLLET 
NATALIE E   CONN 
LORPJEL  CONNER 
JIM CONNOR 
BEVERLY COOK 
ROBEPTR  COPELANO 
DANACOWERT 
USAM COX 
JANA CROSS 
STEPHEN CROSSON 
KRJSCROUSE 
KAREN CRUM 
JON SCOTT CHUSCY 
VILLAMOflM  CRUZ 
VALERIE CUMMMOS 
DANA DENISE CURLEE 
MARSHA CUSHMAN 
JAMES T   DABNEYJR 
JOSEPH O AOOSTINO 
KIMBERLY OAMRAUER 
ERVCADANJCIC 
DEBORAH DARNELL 
TOMW  DEAN 
GREG DECAPK) 
CATHERINE DECRANE 
CH«S OEGE NNARO 
JUNE LAUREEN DEHAAN 
DAVID M DELON 
SUSAN DELUCA 
CHRISTINE OERINOER 
KAREN DCTFiCK 
KAROl DICKMANN 
AMY LOUISE OICKS 
ANGELA M DtERMOER 
PAULA DE LEONARDO 
DEANNADILLER 
MEUSSAJ DOEPEL 
JUUA DONER 
JUUEDORAN 
KIMBERLY DOBENKOTT 
FREDR  OORKJT 
AMVDOUOHTEN 
KATHRYN DOVE 
FREDRICK DOYLE 
WE NOY DRAKE 
SCOTW DRAPER 
LYNNEDRESSEL 
MELISSA D  DUNCAN 
MICHELLE OURKOT 
CHRISTINA L  DUflLSKO 
CHRISTORHEH DYE 
JUUANNE DYGERT 
MATTHEW G  EAKIN 
JEAWNE ECKARD 
JOHN ERIC EDOY 
JANE EDINGER 
PATRICIA EHRMAN 
JOHN TRENT F JZAK 
JUUE ELUOTT 
BARBARA ELSASSER 
MARYL  ELUM 
SCOTT A  EPPERT 
ELIZABETH ESAROVE 
GRETCHEN ESAU 
WENDY D  ESCHUMAN 
LESLIE EWINO 
DONALD J   FALCOSKI 
STEVE FALTVS 
ERINFANDEL 
YVETTEFARIA 
BRIAN FARMER 
A  FARNSWORTH 
NANCY FEAGANS 
LORUNNEFELT2 
SHERRY FICKEN 
HEATHER FINFROCK 
TOML  FINK 
CAMILLEM  FISHER 
DANAL  FISHER 
EF-C FITZPATRICK 
LAURA FOLOER 
CONNIE FOSTER 
TREVORS FOSTER 
Lf ANN FRANKENFIELD 
DANIEL T   FRAYUCK 
USA RENEE FREEDMAN 
JOOY FRESHWATER Mmcf 
SCOTT FROST 
CAROL FUDOU 
ANDREW FULLER 
PHKJPJ  GANZ 
MICHAELS GARDNER 
JUUE L GECOWETS 
TAMMY M  GEKJER 
KATHLEEN E  GEORGE 
GIN AM  GIAMPIETRO 
TOOOO GIBSON 
KIMGILLESPIE 
LINDAS  GILLESPIE 
MARK G1LSTORF 
NICHOLAS GIOVANNUCCI 
BARBARAJ  GUCK 
JANELLE L  GOFFENA 
SUSAN M  GOFFENA 
JOHN J   GOGIA 
JUDITH A  GOLDSWORTH 
MEUSSAA  GORDIAN 
TRAC1 GORMAN 
KELLY GOULD 
CHRIS GRANmO 
TRAVIS GRANVILLE 
SCOTT ALLEN GRAY 
KIM GREEK 
DANIEL L GREEN 
JASON GflESKO 
CATHY GRIME SEY 
CLAUDIA JO GRWM 
DEBIGROCH 
TERRIGRUBER 
ANDREA GLUOI 
NANCY GUUCK 
CHUCK CUTE 
JUUE GUTTMAN 
DARLAHAINES 
ROBERT E HALUER 
MICHELE HALUPN1K 
PATTY HAMANT 
BRIAN K  HANDS 
CLEMMA HANKE 
JANET MARC HARE 
MICHELLE HARMON 
JESSIE HARRIS 
USA HART 
DONHARTER 
KAREN LEE HARTER 
JENNIFER HART MAN 
CAROL HARTSFIELD 
MEUSSA HARTWEU. 
ANNE HATFIELO 
lOflR* ANN HAYES 
TOM HAYES 
SHARVLA  HAZLETT 
MICHAEL L  HEALD 
KRIS MEALY 
MINOY HECKERT 
CATHLEEN HE IN 
M  SCOTT HE LBUNG 
BRETT HE LF 
AMY HENDERSON 
JOHNW  HENDERSON 
LAUREL HERCHUNE 
TOOOD  HETMAN 
JASON G  HILL 
BETHHWOS 
TAMMY H#*V 
SCOTT HWKO 
HOLLY HTTCHENS 
JENNIFER HITZGES 
SHERRIHOAG 
CATHERINE HOEFFEL 
MNNSJ   HOERK5 
If SUE RANI HOFFMAN 
WENDY HOKE 
BRIAN L   HOPKINS 
USAHORTON 
MARKHOSFELD 
DEBRAHOVANEC 
JENNIFER LEE MOWS 
LORI HOWENSTINE 
TVE HOYLES 
ROBERT HUBER 
MARKF   HUFFER 
CONSTANCE E HUU 
MACRINAM  HUMMEL 
AUCESON HUMPHRIES 
KWST1NA J   HVAMH 
STACEYM ILES 
TOOOL INORE 
TERRY W  INMANH 
ALICIA JACKSON 
CHRMTOLM JACKSON 
DARK>L   JACOeS 
ERIC T JACOBS 
RO0JAC06Y 
JENNIFER R JALOVEC 
JN-LR JALOVEC 
JACQUEUNE JAMES 
ANDREW JESTER 
JOOYJETT 
JANEJIROUSEK 
JUUEJOHNSON 
SARAH JOHNSON 
MICHAEL H  JONES 
SHANNON L  JONES 
TIFFANY JONES 
JOLENEK  JOSEPH 
JENNIFER JOYNER 
LOPiJOYNER 
JOHNJ JURCAGO 
LAURA ANN KAMINSKI 
HANS KAMPHOWE 
JENNIFER KAPP 
KIMKAPPEL 
LAURA KAUFMAN 
MARY LOUISE KAY 
KELLEY KEANE 
MAUREEN KEANE 
KEITH KEBE 
ROBIN KEENER 
IE ANN V KEISER 
SHANNON KENNEDY 
WENDY ANN KEOGH 
KRISTI KEPUNGER 
USA KERCHENFAUT 
HEATHER KESSELL 
KELLY KING 
MARClA KISSEL 
KATHERWE KLEBER 
THOMAS G KLOCKER 
FELICIA KLUDY 
BRETT KNtTTLE 
REBECCA KOCH 
BRIAN KOEUJNG 
KELLY KOMOSINSKI 
MICHAEL J  KONCSOL 
THOMAS A KOPKO 
DAVID M  KOWALSKI 
DAVID KUMLER 
MARK KUNSTMANN 
BRIAN LAIRD 
CARLM  LAMANTIA 
TRICIAR LAMB 
TINA LAMBERT 
MISTY LANGLEY 
KATELANSER 
JAMES M  LAPIERRE 
KEPJ LAZENBY 
JENMFERB  LEE 
LEELEMMON 
DAN LESCOEZEC 
FREDA LEUBE 
3HJ-CHI BELLE LEUNG 
BRETR  LEVEL 
NATHAN C  LEVENS 
AUCKLTTER 
EUNHART 
JOSEPH F  LOMBARD! 
JENMFERLONG 
SHEUEYK  LONG 
JANICE LUTZ 
AMY MCALLISTER 
TIM MCALLISTER 
BRYAN MCAROLE 
CHER) MCBROOM 
MICHAEL MCCAFFREY 
KRISTEN MCCORO 
MICHAEL MCCUNE 
KELLY MCDERMOn 
USA MCOONALD 
USAV MCE WEN 
DANIEL EVAN MCFEE 
KEVIN MCGRATH 
JAMESAMCKENNA 
RONALD J  MCKILLIP 
CRAX1 MCMILLAN 
KERPJ MCQUATE 
DAVIO B MCOUIGG 
SHANNON MAASSEL 
LEONARD J   MACK JR 
KAREN L MADACHIK 
THOMAS MADOOCK 
DAWN MAHONEV 
REGINA MAIN 
USA MALANOWSKI 
PATRICK MANAK 
STEVEN MANCHICK 
AARON MANTEL 
APRIL MARRISON 
T AM ARA MARSHALL 
DEBBIE MARTENS 
SALLY MARTIN 
KEVIN MARUSKIN 
JAMES R  MASTERS 
CARLAMATHES 
MEUSSA MATTISON 
CRAIG T MATURI 
JOHNMAUK 
STEVEN A MAYER 
CASSANDRA DAWN MEEK 
DAWNM MEIER 
KELLEY MEINBERG 
MAUREEN A  MELLE 
JUUE A MEYER 
REBECCA MCK 
D£ ANNA MULES 
CHRISTOPHER MILLER 
HALL* J MILLER 
JEFFREY S MILLER 
JENNIFER LEIGH MILLER 
SCOTT MILLER 
SCOTT MITCHELL 
KELU MUNARW 
KEVIN MOORMAN 
BOBBIES MORELAN 
(•CHARD ALAN MORGAN 
RAYMOND MORRIS 
MICHAEL MULLHOLANO 
NANCYS  MURPHRCE 
PAMELA MURRAY 
MANJULA MURUGESU 
SHELLY MYERS 
BETHC NATTEREP 
DEIRDRE NEE NAN 
KARLP  NEITZEL 
AMY NELSON 
ROGER A  NEWMAN JR 
SIEW CHO NO 
MICHELLE NICHOLS 
JAMES P  NICHOLSON 
JENNIFER NIEDBALSKI 
MICHELLE NIEKAMP 
KAREN NIGHTINGALE 
LAURA L  NOBLE 
REBECCA JEAN NORTON 
CRAIG NOTARIANNI 
KEN NOVAK 
LYNN A NUSSER 
SONIAJ OBERLANOER 
SEAN O'CONNOR 
KATHLEEN O DELL 
TERESA OUPHANT 
KARIS O NEIL 
BENJAMINS  ORRIS 
MICHAEL J  OSWALD 
DAVEOTT 
WENOY L OVEROORFF 
KIM OWINGS 
SCOTT PACKARD 
SHAYNE PALAROY 
BRKJfTTE H  PALM 
NORAPALOMO 
SHARON PAPINEAU 
MIKE PARKER 
RENEE PARKER 
SHELLEY PARKS 
ARLENE A A PARKS 
DEMISE PAX 
BRIAN M   PEACE 
SUSAN PEARSON 
DAVID PECK 
BRETT S PELOK 
ROSSPENDLETON 
MEUSSA PERKINS 
SHANNON L  PERKINS 
ANGELA L  PERSINGER 
ELAINE M  PETERMAN 
8EV PETERS 
JOANC  PETERS 
KRBTEN PETERSEN 
DAVIO PHELPS 
BRADLEY PHHJJPS 
TAR* PHILUPS 
MICHAEL PICKERING 
K1MPOLEK 
WESLEY POUNSKY 
LESLEYS POLLOCK 
AMY POME RANING 
MICHAEL G  PONTWOS 
JIMPOORMAN 
ANN MARIE POULOS 
SUSAN PRIEST 
BRIAN PUPKIEWICZ 
KRAKJ PVER 
KIMBERLY QUESADA 
JEROME P RADFOROJR 
CYNTHMLRAFF 
KAREN ANN RAVAS 
DOUGLAS RAY 
ROXANA RAVE 
COLLEEN M REIMER 
SHELLY REINHART 
SHERRY PJCHAROSON 
GREGORY B RKHEY 
SHANNON M  RIOENOUR 
INGfliD RIESTER 
GREGORY K  RIFFLE 
USARINSCHLER 
SEAND  RIOROAN 
AUSSARISHEP 
LORI ROBERTS 
JOVE ROBMETTE 
ELIZABETH ROBISON 
KIMBERLY ROESSLER 
DOUGLASD ROSCOE 
JUUE CATHERINE ROSE 
TOCOS  ROSE NTH Al 
USAROSNER 
CHRIS ROUNO 
KYLE ROVER 
DONNA RUCK 
MARY RUE 
DENISE RYBKOSKI 
NICOLE MARIE RYDER 
KRtf TEN A SACCANY 
ANOYSALLEE 
CATHARINE SATTERLEE 
BRETT SAUNOERS 
JOESeflOCCO 
JOHN S  SCHAFRATH 
STEVE SCHELB 
SARA SCHWKEL 
AMY SCHLAGETER 
CRAIG SCHNEIDER 
JOHN SCHNEIDER 
RONALD SCHNEIOER 
CRAIG SCHOENLEIN 
ELIZABETH SCHRAMM 
KERRI3CHRANO 
MARIANNE SCHREMBECK 
SANORAB  SCHROEOER 
8HERI9CHUOEL 
K SCOTT SCHUESLER 
ANNA SCHWARZENTRAUB 
WILUAM SEGUUN 
LORI ANN SHAOOAN 
SANOY SHARP 
TAMMY SHAPPE 
HEATHER R  SHAW 
COLLEEN SHE AN 
MARK A  SHELTON 
JENNIFER SHEMANSKE 
JENNIFERM  SHENK 
BRIAN SHELOCK 
JUOYSH*>LE 
AMYSHVMAN 
JUANNESHULTZ 
CLAUDIA SHORT 
JEFFERYS  SHOWN 
USASHULMAN 
MARKSIEBER 
COURTNEY SIMKINS 
ERIK SIMPSON 
JUUE SINCLAIR 
AMYSKHJAN 
BETHANY SMITH 
HUGHE Y KASH SMITH 
JENNIFER CELESTE SMITH 
JWNY SMITH 
KRISTA LYN SMITH 
KYLEW  SMITH 
MARY MARIE SMITH 
MIKESMfTH 
KATHY SMOLEN 
LAURA SHELL 
JUUE MAE SNYDER 
REBECCA SNYDER 
KELLY SOBECK 
MICHELE SOLTIS 
JENNIFER J   SORRELL 
MATT SPANGENBERGER 
MARY SPEARS 
RONALD M SPTVEV 
CHRIS SPRINGE" 
TAM SPRING 
ANN SOU ARE 
MARKD  STANNARD 
WILUAM STARKWEATHER 
ROGER C   START 
TERIST CLAIR 
ROBERT STEINBRUNEP 
DAVE STEIRER 
JENI STEHUK 
JOOtSTEMER 
DENISE STEPANIK 
AUSSA STEPHENS 
MICHELE STERLING 
RHONDA STERRICK 
SARAH STEWART 
MIKE STONE 
TERESSASTRASSER 
KAEL BRIAN STRATTON 
HEATHER STUHLDRf HER 
NANCY SUNDERMAN 
GALE SWANK A 
DOUGLASD SWrrZEH 
HEATHER TALLARKX) 
BRIAN K  TAYLOR 
MICHAEL L  TAYLOR 
TINA TAYLOR 
TRACY LYNN TAYLOR 
WHJJAM TAYLOR 
DONALD J TECCO 
CAROL ANN TEREBA 
JEANNE THOMAS 
SALEENAM   THORN 
DAVIO TMPAK 
SANDRA TOOARO 
PATRICK TOOD 
SUSAN TOOINO 
TRACEY TOMUNSON 
DENICE L   TOPORCEP 
DAVID TRAVIS 
ERICTRAXLER 
SCOTT TREEGER 
BETHANY TROTH 
KIMBERLY A  TROXELL 
SARAM  TUEMLER 
TRACEY TUMUN 
DOYLE UNGER 
JEFF UPTON 
JEFF URBAN 
JONC URSO 
JEANNE VAN ALLEN 
ANDY VAN BUREN 
STEVE VANDERINK 
JOHN VAN DYNE 
JEANNE VAN METER 
VELLO CHARLES VANNAK 
BRENDA VANSISE 
AMY VAN WINKLE 
DESmEE VECCIA 
GARRY K   VERMILION 
ELIZABETH A  VOGEL 
AMYVOJTA 
RUTHVOLZ 
EMILY VOSBURG 
AMYVUKOOER 
REBECCA L  WAGAR 
DIANA WAGENER 
WENOY WAGE NER 
TIM WAGNER 
VERONICA WAGNER 
MAX WALKER 
LAURA WALUCK 
AMVL  WALTER 
GEN A WALTHER 
TOOD WANOTKE 
PHYLLIS K  WARE 
BARRY WATSON 
MARGARET WEBER 
LAURA WEISE 
SCOTT WEISS 
RYANWETZ 
MARY A  W1LKS 
KIMWILLf TTS 
KARINEM  WILLIAMS 
MICHAEL D  WILLIAMS JR 
SARA WILLIAMS 
LINN WILSON 
STEVE VWNCUP 
WENDY WINKLER 
CRAKJ 0 WINN 
BETH WINTERHALTER 
USAWnCK 
HEATHER L  WISE 
LORI ANN WISE 
JEFFREY TWITSCHEY 
DAVID J  WOLF 
JOHNWOOOCOX 
COURTNEY WOOTEN 
RONA WOTSCHAK 
KAHRENWB06EL 
KATHYJ VONKURA 
JUUE ZACHARIAS 
BETHZAWICKI 
JUNEZECH 
JOSEPH ZENO 
KIM2ENTZ 
filled. 
"For a while, it didn't hit me 
that the draft was coming up. I 
was trying to stay involved with 
school work and do everything 
like that," Kramer said. 
"But I couldn't concentrate. I 
was really stressed all week 
long." 
Kramer went through drills 
for Browns' scout Mike Lom- 
bardi Thursday afternoon. 
Cleveland was the last of some 
15-20 NFL teams to look at him. 
The 6-foot-3,185-pound biology 
major said Lombardi had him 
Krform some drills differently 
m to which he was accus- 
tomed. 
"I thought I improved on that 
as we went along," said 
Kramer, who made 399 tackles 
in his Falcon career. "When the 
scouts would come in from the 
other teams, they would run you 
through what they wanted and 
that was it. 
"They'd say something like 
'thank you and good luck,' but it 
leaves you wondering." 
The stress continued Friday 
as he worked on a 10-page term 
paper for one of his classes. He 
said attending Saturday mor- 
ning's Brown-Orange scrim- 
mage helped him cope with the 
situation. 
"It was a different feeling be- 
ing in the stands. Looking down 
at the game gives you a whole 
different perspective," Kramer 
said. "But (my BG career) is 
over now. 
"The only reason I didn't take 
it worse is that I still have the 
opportunity to play." 
After the scrimmage, Kramer 
went to his home in Kettering, 
0., to spend the time with his 
mother, father and sister. He 
said he tried not to think about 
the draft. 
Kramer slept fairly well Sat- 
urday night and was alright 
Sunday morning. The draft be- 
gan at noon and was televised on 
ESPN. 
"I knew that in the first couple 
rounds I wasn't going to be 
drafted. So it wasn t much of a 
problem," he said. 
The first day of the draft end- 
ed and Kramer thought he 
hadn't been selected. 
"I don't like sitting around 
and waiting at all, especially 
when you are uncertain about 
what's going on," he said. 
But the waiting is now over for 
Kramer. He can go to the 
Browns' camp and do what de- 
fensive players do best — make 
something happen. 
if;il-.i'lD]yJ>JQ 
as it really is 
MB     FASHION 
ERCHANDISINC 
lbvrger College 
AN INSIDE LOOK AT 
FASHION  MERCHANDISING 
EARN A CERTIFICATE IN FASHION MERCHANDISING IN SIX MONTHS! 
Leorn about fashion buying, textiles, color theory, foshion shows and 
visual displays, advertising techniques and more. Be out of the 
classroom and in the fashion business in just 6 months. 
Evening dosses Monday thru Thursday. 
Coll now for more information. 
STAUTZENBERGER COLLEGE 309 South Moin 
Bowling Green 3543508 Ohio Reg. no. 82080776B 
I am learning to care for myself. 
WOOD LANE is helping me to prepare for 
my future. 
"A Story of Life" 
VOTE YES 
for Wood Lane's 
1.8 mill levy 
CAN DO 
31 
ft 
ASio-roiiii* 
WOOD LANE 
Wood Co. Assoc. for 
Retarded Citizens, 
Clarence Werner, 
Treas., 150 Eberly B.G. 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
5 days a week 
5 days a week 
Power 88-88 1 FM 
8-10PMWBGU 
BG PRO PRSSA Meeting 
Weds . April 28 at 9 pm 
Rm 316 Weal Han 
AH Journalism majors welcome 
CARIBBEAN ASSOC   ft QUAD ROCK(FOUN 
DERS) 
present a Crucial Roots end of the year Reggae 
party on Thursday April 27 at 9pm in Founders 
BO'a   own   OROOVEMASTER    w*   mash   II 
up (One Love) 
For the best in R ft B. rap. and dance music In 
N.W. OhtofTuna Into 88.1 FM Power 88 
Mon-Frl8-10PM 
NAKED LUNCH DUTCH CRUMBS bve at Solt 
Rock Cover win be waived tor Fat Guys Carry- 
ing Helium Balloons ■ al else one dolar TO- 
NIGHT ONLY 
Pre-Registration volunteers are needed tor Jury 
10-Aug 3rd Be a greelet. tour guide display 
host, everting entertainment, usher or discus- 
sion facilitator Compensation includes a meal 
for each day worked' Sign-up by April 28 m 
405 Student Senncea  
SENIOR SEND - OFF MESSAGES 
in a special section ol 
THE BO NEWS 
classifieds on 
Frklay. April 28 
DON'T MISS OUTI 
Deadline Wed , Apnl 26. 4p.m. 
Place orders in person 214 Weal Hall 
The International Business Association Wet- 
cornea alumnaa Mr Ernie Brass tonight at 
7 30pm In Room 1010 BA Topics include Job 
Opportunities and internships m international 
fields 
Al are Welcome ■
THIS IS IT FOLKS 
The LAST ErG meeting of the school year win 
be tonlte at 7.00pm m 127 Hayes Hall Please 
make plans to attend because we'll be electing 
our new officers tor the 1989 90 School year 
at this meeting. as well as setting a few goals 
for our group This will also give us a chance to 
say goodbye lo the Seniors In our group who 
wdl be leaving See you there' 
Envtromenial Interest Group 
The Student Chapter of the American Col- 
lage of Hearth care Executives will be meeting 
tonight at 7 30pm in room 110 BA Elections 
will be held lor neat years officers. Those in- 
terfiled must attend 
SERVICES OFFERED 
A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042 
Complete Packaging Needs UPS. Federal Ex 
press. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies 
Be A Volunteer 
Be A Volunteer 
Be A Volunteer 
Signup In 405 Student Services by Apr 28th 
Center for Choice II 
Abortion. Morning After Treatment 
Free Pregnancy Test 
Proud to be Pro Choice 
18 N Huron Toledo. OH 
255-7769 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS 
Confidential and Informative 
We listen. We care. We can help 
BG Pregnancy Center 354-HOPE 
Typing Service 
Resumes-term papers 
354-0371 
PERSONALS 
MOTORCYCLE 
INSTRUCTION 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Can Wood County Board ol 
Education 
3549010or243-4223 
• HEY-Shern Bielanski. 
Happy 21st Brfthday"' 
Have A great DAy* 
Love. Beth 
EXAM SPECIAL 
$21 95 pe'night 
Besi Western Falcon Plaza Motel 
Study and relax in the privacy ol 
your own room 
April 23-27 A April 30-May 4 
Early ck-m ft late ck-out 
Continental breakfast ft free coffee 
Reservations 362-4874 ck-tn 
Students must show vaad 
BGSU 
I.D. 
Non-students not eligible 
• • PI PHI TINA TRUEBLOOD ■ ■ 
Congratulations on becoming a BGSU Cheer- 
leader' your Sisters are proud of You! 
•RUSHSTRUCK   89• 
• • • CONGRATULATIONS PI BETA PHI • " * 
on getting 2nd place at Beta and lor winning the 
spirit award1 
5 days a week 
5 days a week 
Power 88-86 1 FM 
8-10 PM WBGU 
Adoption • Lov»>g couple wishes to adopt a 
newborn Will provide a lot ol love and financial 
security for your baby All expenses paid Con- 
ftdentiel C—coteci I 822-9286  
ALPHA CHI SENIORS 
Get excited for T G I S  tonight at 9pm at the 
house' We're going to have a lot ot FUN' Love 
CRB 
ARE   YOU   TAKING   A   BUSINESS   COURSE 
NOW? 
YES? USG   Needs your help' Please com 
plate the professor evaluation forms and return 
to 405 Student Services   TODAY' 
ATTENTION A N T I - 
TECHNOLOGISTS/PRETTY-BOV HIPPIES. 
NAKED LUNCH-DUTCH CRUMBS. LIVE AT 
THE SOFT ROCK. WED. APRIL 28. 
ATTENTION Davidson's FaH 88 342 ft 302 
Classes Teri DeKVego Had a boy 
Joseph Michael 
For tha beat In R ft B. rap and dance music In 
N.W. Ohio. Tune Into 88.1 FM Power 88 
Mon-FrlS-IOPM 
AVOID LLOYD 
A secret society Dedicated lo the ideal ol elim- 
inating the toyds from the world These Mu- 
tants are hard to identify as they look much hke 
a normal human being What Gives them away is 
their conversation H you're talking lo some- 
body who appears normal but whose every 
word, thought, or action causes you great d<s 
comlort. disgust or anger you may be talking to 
■oyd AVOIO him al al coats, we beseech you' 
H you have reason to believe that you have 
been acousted by a Hoyd can John at 4930 and 
report the mctdenl immediately Thank you lor 
your Support Society to Avoid LLoyd 
AXO ' BETHELLEN KIHLSTROM ■ AXO 
Good Luck next year as a Resident Advisory 
We are proud ol You' 
AXO " Saundra. Ginger and Stacey ' AXO 
Your &sters wish lo thank you for the awesome 
job you did as our Beta Coordinators We had a 
GREAT WEEKEND   Your dedication and hard 
work inspired us L I T B 
Be A Volunteer 
Be A Volunteer 
Be A Volunteer 
Sign-up in 405 Student Services by Apr 28th 
CARIBBEAN ASSOC   ft OUAO ROCK CAFE( 
Founders) 
Present a Crucial Roots End of the year Reggae 
party on Thursday April 27 at 9pm *n Founders 
BG's   own    GROOVEMASTER   wiD   mash   it 
up (One love) 
DELTA ZETA 
Way to go' 
Lisa. Chris. Julie, and Patsy our * 1 Beta Team1 
You guys were awesome' 
DZ DZ EGO TRIP DZ DZ 
DZ • 2 YEARS IN A ROW • DZ . 
DZ • 2 YEARS IN A ROW • DZ 
EXPLORE AUSTRALIA 
Travel, camp, and discover the Outback this 
summer Remaining spaces discounted as part 
ol a special high adventure photo documentary 
protect $2250 Can National institute for Ex- 
ploration For more information 
800-461 3585 
FREE KITTENS 
One black, one tan-both males  FREE to good 
home     Have    shots    Call   Julie   or   Janet 
353-4559 
*•••••< 
VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G. 
BOWLING GREEN 
353-0044 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
with quality toppings 
on every Marco's Pizza 
NEVER SKIMPY! 
I BSAVE $$■ I 
1(10") PIZZA 
Cheese & 1 Item 
Choice Ot 
Pan Pizza Or 
Original 
Round 
E>p««9 6 30 89 
$355 
• Additions! litma Only SO- 
• No Otfwr Coupon Am Th* Ofler 
I SPECIAL I 
Cheese & 1 Item 
3(10") PIZZAS J 
;
$ 325J Choice Of. Pan Pizza Or Original 
Round 
|E>(M*a6 30 89 
■ 80 Stor* Only 
• No Omtr Coupon With This Otl«f 
• Dough made fresh every day 
• 100% real dairy cheeses 
1
 Fresh meats and vegetables 
FREEHS 
1
 ' ■' • ■•■; 
S A U C El 
C R U S T| 
  - resn meats ana vegeiapies  ,  m j^^^^ 
Hey. Do you want to gel in tune lor finals 
week? 
Join BGSU stuOents ooing lo Washington 0 C 
to march on the White House To end reclaim, 
cutbacks, and war.There will be a van going It 
will be leaving Friday April 28 Returning Sun- 
day Apnl 30th Come to peace coaJiNon- Wed 9 
pm at UCF Center! Thurstin and Ridge) 
Interested in Fall Rush 89' 
Attend Sormg Information Nignt 
Tonight at 7 30 pm 
NE Commons 
••RUSHSTRUCK 89" * 
INTRAMURAL SPORTS WILL BE OFFERED 
OURING THE SUMMER FOR All FACULTY. 
STAFF AND SUMMER STUDENTS TENNIS. 
VOLLEYBALL AND SOFTBALL GET YOUR 
TEAM TOGETHER NOW   CALL THE IM OF- 
FICE FOR DETAILS  
INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES BRING IN 
VOUR RECEIPT AND PICK UP ALL FORFEIT 
FEES BY MAY 4, 1989 OFFICE HOURS WILL 
BE 15 00pm MAY 14 
My Best buds Gma-BoBma. Penalope. and 
Tray-cee Remember this? I dattlnctfy heard 
your voice, buttface doodae-doo-doo. 60 
shots, ruckey queen(s). wedding dates with 4 
yr olds mousse tight, going to the movtee. 
traymg. he's only 17. Tinkertoys tor Tony, mate- 
mg baaoons death vault. . Mud Iguanae. 
coloring hand check, candles & ram. I never. 
Howard s a Yupote'a hangover. WOW'. B8FH. 
double date plus one 4 0, the band muet 
stand, cokl Raviolis, who spent the night Pen? 
Vat's got a big of butt Mission Impossible In Of- 
ten . Midnight lood fight, ye dumb bimbo. 
Ernest New hairstyles tor Kane & Ray. Spoe- 
bag Stammers, are these your underwear?, fire 
alarms & Hairsprsy and walking thru the drive 
thru "But it's hard leaving al this behind me 
now. Ike a achootjoy so toet. never rinding M 
now Oh. this could be such a dream so it 
seemed . I was new much good at good- 
byes " Good-bye guy». II remember this year 
forever lioveya Love. Val 
CONTINUED ON PQ. 10 
SUMMER AND FALL 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
707-711 THIRD 
715-719 THIRD 
723-727 THIRD 
402 HIGH ST 
649 SIXTH 
831 SEVENTH 
839 SEVENTH 
FOREST APARTMENTS 
-853 NAPOLEON 
-751   HIGH 
-849 NAPOLEON 
•851 NAPOLEON 
319 E. WOOSTER 
724 S  COLLEGE 
140MANVILLE 
259'/, S. PROSPECT 
706 Second A 
706 Second C 
244 N  ENTERPRISE 
150& 150'/, MANVILLE 
316 N  ENTERPRISE 
211 S  COLLEGE B 
517 E  REEDS B 
• 1 BR furnished 
or unfurnished 
•2 BR unfurnished 
summer only 
•2 BR furnished 
•2 BR furnished 
• 1 BR unfurnished 
• 2 BR furnished or 
unfurnished. 
• 1 BR furnished 
• 2 BR unfurnished 
• large unfum. house 
9 month lease avail. 
• 2 BR unfurnished 
• 2 BR furnished 
• Efficiency furnished 
• Rooming house 
• 2 BR & 1 BR 
• 4 BR house 
•Efficiency 
•1 BR unfurn 
All Summer Rentals $400 
Entire Summer 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
OFFICE AT 319 E. WOOSTER 
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
354-2260 OR 353-3850 
************************************* 
Applications for * * * 
1 The BG News 
; Summer staff positions are now available in 214 West Hall. 
The summer BG News has many positions open including 
writers, columnists, photographers and artists. 
All majors welcome 
| Application deadline: 
{ 5 p.m., April 26, 1989 
AXfl AT $M ASA 
PQ 
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< 
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RUSHSTRUCK '89 
Spring Information Night 
April 26th and 27th 
NE Commons 
7:30 pm 
All women interested in participating 
in Fall Rush '89 are encouraged 
to attend. 
TONIGHT! 
X 
> 
> 
KKT A$ KA ATA 
Class of *89 
Send-off your graduating friends with a 
Senior Send-Off Message 
published in the Classified Section of 
The BG News 
Friday, April 28, 1989 
(Last issue of Spring Semester) 
'Reminisce about old limes •Wish them luck in the future 
Usual Classified rates: 
65* per line, 3 line minimum charge, 35-40 spaces per line 
Classified Display: 
(includes border) 
Orders must be   , 
placed in person 
1 col. x 1" - $5.85 (8 line maximum) 
1 col. x 2" - $11.70 (16 line maximum) 
214 West Hall Prepayment requested 
lO   MNfWi   April 26,19*9 
THE BG NEWS 
Classifieds 
CON'T FROM PG. 9 
KaHh "Spoo" Hagemeler 
You oa an outstanding job as pledge educate* 
w me Sprtng 89 Pledge Class 
■The brother* ol Sigma Phi Epaeon 
MARY KAY COSMETICS 
OVER 50H OFF CALL KAY 353-4257 
No* Reserving torts sofa beds and 
Refrigerators for summer and 
89 90 School Year 
Discounts lor Early Registration 
Limited Supply so can today 
JTs Carry out 
352-5475 
Pregnant^ Need heW 
Loving, financially secure adoptive couple wish- 
ing for a sibling tor 3 year old Wil provide a 
good. warm, secure home tor a newborn baby 
Wiling to pay medical and legal fees For more 
information please contact Mary Smith (Law- 
yer). Suite 800. First Federal Plaza. Toledo. 
Oh-o 43824-1871 or call collect (419) 
241-8197. 830 - 4 30 Reference lamrfy 
#111 
Remember Your Secretary11 
At the HOLIDAY INNdurlng Secretary's week 
lor Lunch 352-5211 
RHONDA HAZZARD 
Since this year is drawing to a close. I wanted to 
let you know you are the greatest roomie' We 
have had some good limes this year and I know 
there wJ be more next year and in 1991 
and/or 1992. right?' Thanks lor always being 
there cousin m-law Good luck on the Account- 
ing Club Executive Committee and at Cedar 
Point this Summer 
Jackie 
Nok. 
The End ol the year is coming near and 
thoughts of you are always so dear We've 
each grown m many different ways It's difficult 
to leave. I'm sorry to say We've had some tun 
and serious times loo f don't know what else 
thai we can do Bui even though the school 
year ends I hope that we lorever remain friends' 
Thanks for a great semester and good luck next 
year at N A U ' 
Always. Tar a 
RobTarrls 
My mother told me nevw to pick up strange 
men in bars' 
Just think of all the Fun m Disneyland I would 
have missed it I listened to her' Thanx so much 
for an Incredible two monthai 
Love. Amy 
SCOTT McCAFFERTY 
IBMOC of BG) ha' ha* 
Team Ray-Ban wants to know 
how the Party went Saturday' 
SENIOR SEND - OFF MESSAGES 
m a special section of 
THE BG NEWS 
classifieds on 
Friday, April 28 
DON'T MISS OUT! 
Deadline Wed . April 26. 4p m 
Place orders in person 21 4 West hall 
Sigma Phi Epsllon 
Congratulations to the Beta 500 runnera 
Brian Back, Scott Cralg. Jeff Efchholi, An- 
drew Haneen. Eric Ishenvoed. Chris Llenhart. 
and Tim Peterson. Aa well as Driver Tim 
McAlea, and Coaches Tim Plal and Scott 
Sllknetler on * job well done. Way to bring 
home "Beta 20"! • The Brothers of Sigma Phi 
Epsllon 
Sigma Phi Epsllon Kappa Kappa Qamma 
Congratulations Mark Gross and Mishelle Pahl o 
your recent lavalafcenng -The brothers ol Sigma 
PhiEpailon 
SME SME SME SME SME 
Society ol Manufacturing Engineers wil be 
holding its last meeting ol the Year, on Apr! 
26th 8 00 PM 105 TECH BLDG Ron Tracln- 
skl of Midwest Stamping w* be speaking on 
Career In quality. Elections for next year wH 
also be held, so be there' 
Pizza and pop wtl be served 
SME SME SME SME SME 
The Sisters ot Alpha Chi Omega congratulate 
Lon Stegworth on her engagement to Jim Taylor 
of Phi Mu Delta of Ohio Northern 
Best Wishes' 
The sisters of Alpha XI Delta would like to Thank 
the SIGMA NU'S and FUl's for al their help dur- 
•ng Greek Week 
The Sisters ot Alpha Chi Omega wish to con- 
gratulate LAURA MELTON on her awesome )ob 
as being selected for Pommerettes We're 
proud of you I 
THIS IS IT FOLKS 
The LAST EIG meeting ol the school year will 
be tonite at 7 00pm In 127 Hayes hai Please 
make plans to attend because wel be electing 
our new officers for the 1989-90 School Year 
al this meeting, as well as setting a few goals 
tor our group This w* also give us a chance to 
say goodbye to the Seniors In our group who 
wiH be leaving See you there' 
Environmental Interest Group 
Slg Ep Sig Ep Oak* Hampshire Slg Ep Slg Ep 
Congratulations on your recent 
lavaJienng to Alpha Xi Delta 
Chrysttn Buchenic 
TONIGHT 
Brathaus T-Sbirl Night 
We wil give out 
Brathaus T- Shirts 
Every Halt-Hour 
Between 9 30pm-1 00am 
BE HERE EARLY 
'or a better chance to win 
ZAGORIC 
Although we CRASHED & BURNED m Greek 
Week a Beta/ U were Great' and Always re- 
member 
IT'S NOT OVER TILL THE FAT LADY SINGSI 
LOVE YA. SCHMITTY 
FLEECE SHORTS ARE IN 
Al colors, regular sweatpants $7 25% 
oft on all BGSU jackets T O s Campus 
Corner   900 E   Woosler 352 3365 
WANTED 
1 Female needed to help rent a 4 bedroom 
houae for nexi year - fall and aprlng. Own 
Room! Call 372-3350or 372-3906. 
1 female non-amoking roommate lor Fal '89 E 
Merry apt CHEAP' Call anytime-353-41 72 
1 Female roomate needed to sublease for Fall 
'89-Sprtng90 Haven House no 29, Rent 
143 75 Cal vicky 353-7348. 8553048 
Female roommate for house close to campus 
Summer only call Laura 352-2834 
IRENE    &    KELLY 
YOU    TWO    ARE    FAB! 
Thanks for your hard 
work, patience and 
popcorn parties. 
THE OFFICE 
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ 
west   Hall 
has the best secretaries 
on campus! 
Thank You . . . 
Linda Glomski 
Ruth Firsdon 
Deb Freyman 
Barb Miller 
Judy Miller 
Bev Murray 
You are appreciated! 
Do you sing   Play an instrument or Dance? 
IF SO. AUDITION FOR A PAI0 POSITION IN 
THE PRC-REGISTRATION VARIETY SHOW! 
Audition Sign upa at 
405 Student Services 
Until April 26 
FEMALE NONSMOKING ROOMMATES 
WANTED FOR SUMMER HOUSE CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS INEXPENSIVE' A7C. GARAGE 
BACKYARD. WASHER/DRYER CALL 
352 1868 FOR DETAILS LEAVE A MES- 
SAGE 
1 or 2 females to sublease house lor the sum- 
mer Close to campus a reasonable rent Cal 
Yvonne or Moay at 363-7900 
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed! 
Private, coed, aummer camp In Pocono 
Mountains, Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lo> 
hlkan, P.O. Bo* 23460. Kenlnvorlh. NJ 07033 
(201)27*0565. 
3 Female nonsmoking roomates to share 
house for 89 90 school year Must be tidy Call 
tracy 874-7030 
House to Sublease lor Summer • Excelent loca- 
tion on Manviie Three Bedrooms. No Utilities 
Cal 353-2580 
Need 1 or 2 people to Sublease an apartment 
on Second St for summer Also, need 1 female 
roommate to rent for 89-90 School year on 
Second St Call 353 3090 
NEED 2 ROOMMATES FOR SUMMER 
SEMESTER CAL ZACK 2 5748 OR DENNIS 
2-5849 LEAVE A MESSAGE 2 BEDROOM 
HOUSE RENT NEGOTIABLE 
Need Male & Female students to i«n apartments 
for school year 89-90 Cal 352- 7365 
Non-smoking male or female rmt June thru mid 
August First to occupy newly refurnished 
house Fuly furnished, own bdrm . very close 
to cmapus. Cheap and negotiable Call Todd 
372-3845 or Tom 372-6494 
Nonsmoking female roommate needed for 
89-90 school year Fuly furnished apt Al utt- 
ktes paxl except electnc Cal 353-5738 
One Female roommate needed to Share one 
bedroom apt in Village Green lor 89-90 School 
Year Cal Pam at 353-3856 
One or two persons to sublease summer apt 
$525 plus gas/etectnc CaH 353-5860 
Roommate needed for 89-90 school year 
Campus Manor, close to campus Low utilities. 
nice apartment   Call ask for Paul. 353-3394 
Roommate needed 1 bdrm Apt . furn w/ a.c. 
Close to campus, pay electricity only 
* reasonable rate, no security deposit cal 
353-4180 for Poonam alter 8 pm 
Summer Slam '89 Is coming! April 29 Sat. 
Hello to summer party 1 volleyball tourna- 
ment. It Interested In volleyball tourn. you 
need 5-7 people per team. Co-ed or no-have 
cap! Call AM 680 WFAL 372-2195 to sign up. 
SI 5 entry tee. Fun & prizes. Stay tuned for 
more information to follow parly. 
Wanted one female to share apartment with two 
other females Rent is $140 a month plus gas & 
elec Starting in May Located on S Summit 
Please call 3542945  
WANTED: 
One Male or Female to share large house with 3 
other people this summer Own room located 
at 1230 E Wooater Cal Ua at 372-1853 or 
Val at 372 5841 
HELP WANTED 
Advanced Specialty Products, arc 
immediate Part-time Employment Available 
Our company is seeking part-time employees to 
perform unskilled fcght production work Flexi- 
. ble hours around class schedules can be ar- 
ranged Plant location Is only 2 blocks from 
B G S U campus The rate of wage is S3 35 
per hour It interested cal the company office at 
354-2844 or pick-up application at Advanced 
Specialty Products. Inc . 428 Clough Si Bowl 
mg Green QH 43402  
Are you from the Cleveland area and stil need a 
summer (ob'' Juniors or Seniors In Hospitality. 
Sates or Business are wanted for paying posi- 
tions Ctt Co-op at 372-2451 or stop by 238 
Admin BkJg 
Babysitter needed May 15 to Jury 21 Then 
Fal Semester 1989 Flexible schedules nego- 
tiable rates Trans preferred cal 353-2969 
Babysitting, Varied hours-own transportalon, 
references m my B G home   3520828 
BG Country Club now hiring for summer Wait- 
ress & Bartenders needed Excelent working 
Conditions  Apply in person between 2-4 pm 
923 Fairvtew Avenue 
BOWUNG GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT IN- 
TERNSHIP for an upper class BGSU student. 
for 10-20 hours per week or more, starting by 
June 1st tor the summer, as fudge's legal 
researcher and courtroom bailiff No pay. but 
excelent experience for person interested in 
criminal justice or legal career For application 
form, cal Mary Cowell at 352-5283. 8 30 am 
to 4 30 pm Deadline for filing application 
5-1-89 
ii you have a summer Internship and want 
academic recognition for your shorn without 
any cost, visit the Co-op office, 238 Admin 
Bidg or call 372-2451 for details. 
Marcy, fV*' 
You've seen it all, 
the past 5 yrs. 
It's hard fo imaginr 
this office without 
you Thanks for 
everything' 
Greg. Rick. Jcaruttr 
Stueeat Lesal Services 
EBSCO Telephone Service 
Now hiring telemarketers Flexible hours, even- 
ings I weekends Minimum 15 hours/week 
Pick your own days to work Guaranteed hourly 
wage pkia daily bonus baaed on sales Average 
person earns SS-7/hr No cokf cats Poetttve 
attitude a high enthusiasm s muat Needed now 
through summer Apply st 113 N Mam St after 
4pm (Next to David's Del).  
Female dancers wanted 
257-9556    ask    for    Barb     Experience    not 
necessary 
Graduating Seniors or Alumni: 
Americs'B largest financial services company 
now expanding in selected areas Great oppor- 
tunity with unlimited earning potential in sales 
management In-house licensing and training 
program Contact BGSU Job Placement Office 
for Friday on-campus interview Or cal 
762 5251 and ask lor Mike Hinee. 
Help wanted tor cleaning & rmes fobs at Rental 
properties starting May 6th-1 weeks work Cal 
352-7365 
Help wanted for summer employment on Put-In- 
Bay at Island Bike Rental Cal (419) 
285-2016 or (419) 285-2503 
CAPE COD CAMP COUNSELORS 
The Cape Cod Association of Children's Camps 
is represented by 17 resident and day camps. 
al offering rewarding summer employment op- 
portunities to male and female applicants For 
individual camp information and brochure cal 
(508) 225-0377 or write. Camp Namequoit. 
Box 306A. Orleans. MA. 02653 
Do you want to grow with us? 
We are expanding our sales dept and are look- 
ing for individuals who are energetic, goal orien- 
ted and work wel with public Computer and 
switchboard experience helpful Send resume 
to Elaine Oeaovicki C O Century Marketing 
12836S Dixie HwyBG 
Lead guitar player tor working band Muat smg 
country and country rock 435-3280 
Little Caesars Pliza (located behind Mid AM 
Dank on Wooster) is now hiring crew and deliv- 
ery persons for summer and fal No phone cals 
NOW hiring carmg enthusiastic, motivated indi- 
viduals tor counselors in BG FORMU 3 Interna- 
tional Center Paid training plus commison plus 
bonuses For interview cal 1-447-8344 
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer, 
Yr round. Al Countries. Al fields Free info 
Write UC. POBox 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar 
CA 92625  
Part-time and Full-time maintenance man 
for summer Some skias necessary 
Messenger Rentals Cal 352-5622 
PERFORMERS NEEDED 
PAI0 SUMMER POSITION 
AUDITION SIGN UPS AT 
405 STUDENT SERVICES 
UNTIL APRIL 26 
Pre Registration volunteers are needed for July 
10 • August 3rd Be a greeter. tour guide, dis- 
play host, evening entertainment usher or dis- 
cussion facilitator Compensation Includes a 
meal for each day worked' S*gn-up by April 28 
in 405 Student Services 
Sales manager needed for 1990 KEY Year- 
book Create and manage direct sales force 
while working with established promotional 
programs Excellent opportunity for agressive. 
sale-minded person Application deadline Is 
5pm Wednesday April 28 Apply st 214 West 
Hal 
Summer Job Care provider needed for two 
boys. 7 and 9 yrs ok) from 8/5/89 to 
8/25/89 8 45em-4.15pm. Mon-Fri in our BG 
home near City Park Cal 353-4441 after 4:30 
pm 
Summer Jobs 
Work lor social change on consumer and envir- 
omental issues   Ohio Citizen Action hss luH- 
time and summer positions available  Advance- 
ment and travel opportunities Work hours 2-10 
pm. M-F Pay $275 wk  Positions are available 
m the following offices Cal tor intervktws 
Akron (216) 375-8978 
Cleveland (216) 881 8038 
Cincinnati (531) 221-2100 
Columbus (614) 224-4111 
Oayton (513) 226-8506 
Toledo (419) 241-9093 
Summer staff positions available at BG Newa. 
Many positions open Including writers, col- 
umnists, photographers and artists Apply at 
214 Weat Hall. Deadline Is 5 pm Wednesday 
April 26.  
The Grand Rapids Pool is seeking a manager for 
the summer Requirements are a WSl certificate 
& a Red Cross Lifesavmg Certificate Lifeguards 
are also needed with the following require- 
ments A Red Cross Utesaving Certificate 
Please send resume to Don Estep. 23871 E 
3rd St . Grand Rapids   OH 43522.  
Waitresses, part-time days, evenings, week- 
ends Also, bartenders eve and weekends 
Apply between 2 and 4 M-F at the Elks Club 
200 Campbell Hill Road 
Whitehouae Nannies Best families in Washing- 
ton D C Area Seeking Top childcare in 
Exchange tor great salary. Room and Board 
Travel opportunity Minimum 1 year commit- 
ment. AH Employers Screened in person Cal or 
write Whrtehouse Nanniea 4733 Betheada 
Ave Suite 804. Bethesda. Maryland 20814 or 
cal 301 -654-1242 
FOR SALE 
13" Black/White Toahfcs TV 
$30 00 Neg 
Cal Missy 2-6790 
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars. 4 X 4's Seized in 
drug raids tor under $100 00? Call for facts to- 
day   802-837-3401   Ext 299 
Desk-Bunk Bed Set-$30 00 
Rolmg Chair-$ 10 00 
Cal Matt at 354-2446 or 2-6842 
Mona 
Diamond Engagement Ring 
$350 muel sea A S A P 353*6348 
Dorm St/e Refrigerator - For Sale - $60 00 
372-6490 
DOUBLE LOFT 
University Approved 
170 00 Nag 
Cal Kan or Scon 3535646 
DoucJe toll with two ladders University ap- 
proved $65 or best oner Can 312 4104 
For Sato 
Lolt * 100 00. Fridge $65 00 
Cal 372-1885 
For Sale 
1961 Dataun280ZX 
Loaded T-topa. 5 Speed, am tm 
Cassette. Excelent condition 
Higher Meeage Asking $3500 
Cal After live 655-3393 
For Sale 
COUCH lows out into bed 
Must sell belora Summer 
SSOOOobo Cal353-6229 
Mitsubishi stereo with cabinet, excellent condi- 
tion S250 or bast otter CaH lor more Into 
353 5357  
NEED A FUN COLLEGE CAR? 
'77 White chevette w'blue stripe 
runs good Recently tuned-up 
Automatic Greet tor running around town1 
SBOOobo OUrmchaH 363-7022  
One single Fiee Standing Loft made ot Metal 
E«ay to aaaambta $50 00 Cal Lia 372 1653 
Prepare tor next year 
Ski pants > jacket lor sale Ladies style Almost 
new CalKalhy353-4777 
Sharp VCR 11(5 
JVC Double C..i.ll. $70 
Technlca Speaker. I 50 W • ? 11 50 
Technics Receiver Sow/Channel $$5 
Everything Is 4 month. old 
Call 352-8473 
WATER6E0I WATERBED1 
Buy my supersingle watervbed GREAT condi- 
tion. 6 months old only. HEater also included 
Seal Oflerl Musi Sell Cal Tony 353-6299 
WAIERBEDl WATERBED! 
WAVE LESS WATERBED 
more affordable  portable. A comlortabie than 
your regular bed 6m old must sell 
CALL Deb attar 3 00/353-6927 
YAMAHA DX- 7 Synthesizer w/ cue 
Many extras MIDI Asking $895 00 
Calevervnge 1-5380561  Toledo 
'78 Plymouth Horizon 
Good Condition New Tires $700 353-3798 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER 89 
806 5 E WOOSTER 
CALL 353 5529 
FOR RENT 
Jaymar Apartments 
2 bedroom apartments 
Available for summer & fall 
As low as $405 per month. Cal 354-8036 
1 bdrm $260/mo 1-2 persons near campus. 
Cal after 6,353-6490 
1 Bedroom furnished A 2 bedroom unfurnished 
1 2 month leases 352-3445 
1 bedroom furnished apt W AC available for 
May-Aug sublease Great location1 call 
353-6916. 
1,2.3, Bedroom Apartments 
Please cal between 1 30 a 5 30 
In the sftemoon Cal 354-8800 
Wa alow Pets 
2 Bedroom APT FOR RENT, pool. Air condition- 
ing. Laundry, Furnished. No Deposit' Close to 
Campus 353-4471  RsyorOan 
2 bedroom furnished tor 4 people with microw- 
ave, disposal, bookshelf, extra sinks in each 
bedroom, laundry facilities and good manage- 
ment Go look at 704 5th Street. Then cal us 
352-3445 
2 BR furnished apt w/balcony. al utilities ac- 
cept elect paid Available May Cal Gary 
353-7934 after 6 00 
3 bdrm house 718 3rd St S550 plus utikties 
Washer/Dryer, closed front porch, wel insu- 
lated available August 12 month lease Cal 
353-1682 
3 bedroom duplex   12 month lease  Available 
June Phone 352 1268 after 5PM 
803 Fifth Street 
FREE GAS HEAT WATER AND SEWER 
Two bedroom apts 
Furnished and unfurnished 
Private parking & laundries 
Balconies and patios 
Newlove Rentals. 328 S Main 
352-5620 
Campus Manor Apts   Stil avail   for fal 1989 
Close to campus A heat paid Cal 352-9302 
Carty Rentals 
Apartments- Houses- Rooms 
Available summer only 
Apartments-$200 mo lor 1 or 2 students 
Cal 352-7365 
Efficiency apt   close to downtown, available 
May 1  Cal 352-5822 
APARTMENTS FOR SUMMER 
Available May 14   Aug   11 
1 and 2 bedrooms 
Furnished and Unfuirnshed 
$400 00 
Cal JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
354-2260 or 353-3850 
APARTMENTS- 2 bedroom, furnished'unlum. 
Summer. 2 semester or 12 mo leases 1/2 
block to campus. FREE cable TV . lockout key 
service, heat New carpel, some new furniture 
Call Tom 352-4673 days, 9a m -5pm 
352-1800 evenings a weekends 
EFFICIENCY UNFURNISHEO 
For Sublease May 1 5 - Aug   15 
Cal 353-6159 
FOR SUMMER 
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM APT 
CORNER OF S PROSPECT a WOOSTER 
LOW RENT. NO UTILITIES PD 
CALL 353-5840 
FOR SUMMER 
BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM APT 
CORNER OF S PROSPECT a WOOSTER 
LOW RENT. NOUTIUTIESPD 
CALL 353-5840 OR 352 5389 
FOR SUMMER 
Roommates needed to rent Large house   Low 
rent,   very  close   to  campus    Cal  Terri  at 
354-3063 
FREE PIONEER SPEAKERS 
Al utikties paid Need one person to sublease 
house/apt for summer   Own large bedroom 
with lock  $150'mo. close to campus, private 
entrance 
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS. 
800 THIRD STREET 
Summer and Fall Openings 
1 a 2 bedroom apartments 
Free Heat. Water and Sewer 
School year leases available 
Reasonable Rates 
Cal 352 4966 
Need a place starting 2nd Session lor summer? 
Leases begin June 2nd. as low as 400 entire 
Summer Cal 352-9302 
NEED A PLACE TO LIVE THIS SUMMER? 
Nice. Clean, air conditioned apartment, close to 
campus Available in May Rent Negotiable Cal 
Mena or Amy at 352- 7631 
Need a place to live tor summer? 
Four graduating seniors need to sublease 
510 Ridge St. apartment. It Is completely fur- 
nished, 400 feet from campus, and the rent Is 
vary negotiable Call anytime at 353-1494. 
Need to Sublease Apt on Sixth St All summer 
Free Air Cond . Pay only electnc Cal Matt 
353-4284 
Now leasing tor summer and fal 
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS 
Privileges to Cherrywood Health Spa. 
Preferred Properties Co 352-9378 
Party Room For Rant 
Preferred Properties. Co 
3529378 
Rail view Mini-Warehouse 
(at the corner of Railroad Ave   and Lehman 
Ave) 5X7-9x1 5-9X30 
Preferred Properties. Co 
352-9378 
Room tor rent Quiet neighborhood close to 
campus, kitchen and laundry tadities Cal 
354-1064 after 5pm 
OiaWsaae for summer 1 bdrm apt Great loca- 
tion1 A/C Cal 353-6800 
Summer efficiency lor sublease Quiet and 
close to campus Cal evenings 353-6437 
Summer is (ust around the corner RE Man- 
agement stil has a few summer rentals Ava.1 
Rates as low as $475 00 entire Summer Call 
today - 352-9302 
Two bedroom apartments Close to campus 
$600 tor entire summer 
Cal 352-5822 
Very Nice 2 Bedroom Furnished for 4 people 9 
month lease 352-3445 
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